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ABSTRACT
SIMPLTFTEI) ANALYSIS OF A CLADD1NG-FHAMK STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
by
Nancy M. Alberto 
University of New Hampshire, December, 1987
This dissertation presents a simplified approach for 
the preliminary design and static analysis of a eiadding- 
frame structural system subjected to concentrated, lat.eral 
loading conditions. The simplified approach, which
utilizes the finite element, analysis method, reduces the 
number of computations required for analysis of a 
structurally cladded frame to that of an architecturally 
cladded frame. This research develops a modified beam 
element to analytically replace a cladding panel element 
while retaining its structural benefits. The modified beam 
element. is derived using a 1fi degree of freedom
isoparametric element and displacement correlations
determined from the studies of a two-story, single bay
frame with cladding attached via six pinned panel-coiumn 
connection points. Using the finite element. analysis 
method, the modified beam element, was used in conjunction 
with three case studies to evaluate the lat.eral
displacements at the int erslory heam-eoIumn joints of a
XX
cladded frame. Guide linen were established to implement, 
the modified beam element, into preliminary design analyses 
of mu J t.i story, multi buy, structurally nladded frames, 






Precast concrete cladding panels have been utilized 
for many years as exterior architectural building 
components. The interaction between the cladding panels 
and the structural frame is dependent upon the panel-frame 
connection details. Recent cladding panel failures have 
been attributed to connection failures [8, 38],
Architectural cladding panels, designed to be 
nonstructural, have been shown to behave structurally under 
certain loading conditions [14, 15, 31, 38]. Building
structural rigidity in bending, torsion and shear can be 
significantly increased when panels are designed to be 
structural. However, in many cases the additional analysis 
costs using existing structural analysis packages can 
exceed the savings in building costs.
This research investigates the sensitivity of building 
rigidity as a function of a structural panel's height, 
width, thickness, boundary conditions, etc. by developing a 
simplified approach for static analyses. The approach 
consists of modelling the panel as a beam. The structural 
frame and cladding panels are analyzed as a single rigid 
frame. The correlation between the simplified analysis
1
approach and a finite element analysis of a frame with 
structural cladding panels is illustrated. Guidelines are 
established to identify the versatility of the simplified 
analysis approach.
1 . 2 Problem Statement
The use of precast concrete cladding in the design of 
tall buildings is increasing in popularity [11]. Cladding 
refers to the architectural enclosure system placed on the
exterior of a structural frame comprising the building
facade. The cladding system is composed of panels, with
each panel separately fastened to the structural frame at 
discrete connection points. Panel3 can be attached to a
structural frame by means of panel-to-girder connections or 
panel-to-column connections.
Cladding panels were initially developed for 
architectural use and have been mainly considered as 
nonstructural architectural elements in building design 
[11]. They enable an architect to design a facade 
independent of the structural integrity of the structure. 
Architectural panel reinforcement is typically designed to 
carry the stresses induced during fabrication and 
erection. The structural frame is designed to carry the 
total panel weight and the external environmental loads 
applied to the panel.
As material costs and construction costs continue to 
escalate, the architectural and engineering professions are
2
faced with a dileraa - the development of innovative 
building systems which aim to maximize the usage of the 
strength and stiffness of all building components while 
maintaining desirable aesthetics within budget. One
possible solution to this problem is to employ an 
architectural cladding system as an engineering system, 
that is, incorporate the use of precast concrete cladding 
panels as structural building components. Panels designed 
as nonstructural have been shown to behave as structural 
members under various loading conditions [5, 14, 15, 31,
38]; studies have also indicated that it i3 not prudent to 
ignore panel considerations [27, 31, 32].
Although many benefits are associated with the use of 
cladding as a structural component, today’s typical design 
and analysis techniques limit the use of cladding to that 
of an architectural classification. This limitation has 
been accepted due to the extensive computations required to 
properly analyze a cladding-frame structural system. 
Adequate analysis imposes a heavy financial burden to the 
designer. This has caused many engineers to be reluctant 
to use cladding-frame structural systems. A large amount 
of research has been performed on evaluating the behavior 
of cladding-frame structural systems. Little effort has 
been made, however, to simplify the extensive computations 
associated with the use of this system.
The finite element analysis of a cladding-frame
3
structural system in most cases requires extensive 
calculations. Consider a 9-story, 3-bay, fully cladded in­
plane rigid frame as shown in Figure 1.1. The panels are 
symmetrically placed about the floor beams, and are
attached to the frame by six discrete pinned panel-column 
connectors. The following assumptions are used in the
finite element analysis to reduce the total number of 
degrees of freedom (dof): (1) panel-frame connectors are
pinned connection points, (2) a six-noded quadrilateral 
isoparametric element is used to model the panel, and (3) 
the displacements and member forces are determined using a 
linear force-displacement relationship. The analysis
requires the incorporation of 100 nodes with 3 dof per
node, or 300 dof, to properly determine the joint 
displacements and member forces for a prescribed loading 
condition; the resulting structural stiffness matrix is a 
square matrix of rank 300, Analysis of only the frame 
consists of 36 nodes with 3 dof per node, producing a 
stiffness matrix of rank 108. Consideration of cladding 
as a structural component increases the size of the
stiffness matrix by 177.78%. Table 1.1 considers the fully 
cladded in-plane rigid frame described above along with 
similar 3-bay cladded frames of 18. and 27 storys; the table 
gives the number of nodes required, the dof at each node 
and the total number dqf incorporated in an analysis when 
cladding is assumed structural and nonstructural. The 
table also indicates the % increase in the size of the
4








X typical panels^ /7^77 rrrn
Figure 1.1 Nine-story, Three-bay Frame with Cladding
5
Structural Architectural Structural Architectural Structural Architectural
Claddlnf Cladding Cladding Cladding Cladding Cladding
Nuaber of 
Node a
100 36 208 72 316 108
DOF at 
Each Node
3 3 3 3 3 3
Total
Nuaber DOF
300 108 624 216 948 324
311 ffneaa 
Matrix Size
300 108 624 216 948 324
% Increaae 179X 189% 193%
in DOF/ 
Matrix Size
Table 1.1 Comparison of the DOF and Stiffness Matrix Size of a Frame 
Utilizing Structural and Architectural Cladding
structural stiffness matrix when cladding is considered a 
structural element.
Using the finite element analysis method to analyze a 
cladding-frame structural system for design can be quite 
costly. Computer costs are normally figured on computer 
time, thus a common ground for evaluation is to count the 
number of arithmetic operations required to properly 
analyze a structural system with n dof. The question is,
how many operations are required to solve a system of n 
linear equations with n unknowns? More specifically, given 
the force-displacement relationship, ] P } = [ K ]*{ D },
where { P } = n x 1 applied load vector, [ K ] = n x n 
stiffness matrix, and { D } = n x 1 nodal displacement 
vector, how many operations are required to solve for the 
unknown nodal displacement vector? Table 1.2 presents the 
number of arithmetic operations required to solve a system 
of n linear equations with n unknowns by four basic 
methods. These are the Gauss elimination method [9], the 
Jordan elimination method [9], Cramer’s Rule [6, 18, 30]
and the LU Factorization method [17, 53]. The table
presents the number of additions/subtractions,
multiplications, divisions and total number of operations 
required by each method to obtain a solution for the 
unknown nodal displacement vector, [ D }. Using the Gauss 
or Jordan elimination method, each alteration of the 
applied load vector, ( P }, requires a complete
7
Method Add!tiona/Subtractions Multiplications Diviaions Total Operations Count
Gauss n(n-l)(2n*5)/6 n(n-l)(2n+5)/6 n(n+l)/2 n(n-t)<2n+5)/3
+ n(n-l)/2 [9)
Jordan n(n -1)/Z n(n -l)/2 n(n+l)/2 n(n+l)(2n-l)/2 (9)
Craaer'a 
Rule
n(n -1 ) (2n-l)/6
2 2 2 
(n - 1 ) [ I + n<2n-l)/0] n(n -l>/2 <n -1)[n<2n-1)/3




(n -n)/3 + n(n-l1
3 2
(n -n)/3 + n
3 2
2({n -n)/3 ♦ n ]
[17,53]
n = size of aqusre aatrix
* deterainants evaluated by the triangular aethod 
** multiplications and divisions are totalled together
Table 1.2 Arithmetic Operations Count: Solutions 
to Systems of Linear Equations
recalculation of the nodal displacement vector; however,
2
the LU Factorization method only requires 2*n - n
computations each time the load vector is changed. If any
structural parameter within the system is changed, a
complete recalculation of the nodal displacement vector is
required, regardless of the chosen method.
Figure 1.. 2 graphically shows the total number of
arithmetic operations required to solve a system of n
linear equations with n unknowns for each method presented
in Table 1.2. Use of Cramer’s Rule is not recommended for
solving large systems of equations since the computations
4
are proportional to n [9]. The Jordan and Gauss
elimination methods, and the LU Factorization method
3
require compuations proportional to n [9]. The number of 
computations required for the Gauss elimination method and 
the LU Factorization method are very close.
Table 1.3 presents the the total number of
computations required by each of the aforementioned methods 
to solve for the unknown n x 1 nodal displacement vector 
associated with each of the frames described in Table 1.1. 
The table considers the cladded frame analysis with 
cladding as an architectural element and as a structural 
element. The table presents the % increase in the number 
of computations required if cladding is structurally
incorporated into the analysis. The % increases are quite 
significant; for the 9-story, 3-bay model previously
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Size of Matrix, n x n
Total Number of Arithmetic Operations Required 
to Solve a System of n Linear Equations 
with n Unknowns
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Method Structural Architectural X Increase Structural Architectural X Increase Structural Architectural % Increase
Cladding Cladding Cladding Cladding Cladding Cladding
Gauss 18.1 3 EtG B5.72B+4 2016% I6.26£f7 67.87E+5 2295% 56.93£f7 22.83E+6 2394%
Jordan 27.Q4E+6 1 2.65E+5 2037% 24.3 2E + 7 10.1OE+6 2307X 85. 24E4-7 34.06E+7 2402%
Cramer1 a 
Rule
51.05E+8 90.91E+6 5845% 10. H E f l O U . 5 3 E  + 8 6860% 53.B5E+10 73.52Et8 7225%
LU
Factorization
Ifl.18B+6 86.30E + 4 20Q7X 16. 28EI-6 68.1IE+5 2289% 56.98E + 7 23.45E*6 2329%
Table 1.3 Humber of Computations Required to Determine the 
Nodal Displacements of a Cladded Frame
computational method chosen.
Table 1.4 presents the number of arithmetic operations 
required to calculate the inverse of an n by n matrix for 
four basic methods. These methods are the Gauss elimination 
method [18], the Jordan elimination method [18], Cramer’s 
Rule [18] and the LU factorization method [17, 53]. The
table shows the number of additions/subtractions, 
multiplications, divisions and total number of arithmetic 
operations required to invert a matrix. Alteration of any 
structural parameter requires the inversion of the 
stiffness matrix to determine the nodal displacement 
vector, { D }. Alteration of the loading condition does not 
require a matrix inversion; however, if the applied forces 
produce displacements and member forces which exceed the 
design criteria, structural parameters must be adjusted.
Structural parameter modifications requires the
-1
recalculation of the inverse matrix, [ K ] . Once the
stiffness matrix has been inverted, an additional n * (n - 1) 
2
additions and n multiplications are required to determine 
the unknown nodal displacement vector.
Figure 1.3 is a graphical representation of the 
arithmetic compuations required to determine the inverse of 
an n x n stiffness matrix, [ K ], and solve the force- 
displacement equation. Use of Cramer's Rule is not
recommended for inverting large matices and solving for the 
unknown nodal displacement vector as the computations are
12
Metho d A d d i t i o n s / S u b t r a c t i o n s  M u l t i p l i c a t i o n s D i v i s i o n s  Total O p e r a t i o n s  Count
Gauss n I n- 1 ) n ( n- 1 ) n ( 3n- 1 ) 12 in (n-1) + n(3n- l) /2 |1M]
Jordan n ( n - 1 ) n (n -11 n (2n- 1 ) 118]
* 2
C r a m e r ’s n 1n - 1 H n - 2 ](2n -3)/6
Ku 1 e
+ n (n - 11(2n- 1 1 /6
n £ (n - 1 )ln- 2)(2 n - 3 )




+ 5 n -11/2
2
n ( n- I ) ( n-2 ) ( 2ri-3 ) /3
* n ( n - l M 2 n - l ) / 3
2
* n (n -2) + (n-1)
3 2
» nln - 3n + 5n - 1 ) /2 IH I
t t 3 2
Lll ( n - n ) / 3  + n ( n - l )
K a c t o n ^ a t i o n
3 3
(n -n ) /3 + n
3 3
2 ] ( n - n I / 3 + n I
(1 7,5 3)
n = size of square Matrix
* determinants evaluated by the triangular method 
** multiplications and divisions are totalled together
Table 1.4 Arithmetic Operations Count: Calculation of 
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Size of Matrix, n x n
Total Number of Arithmetic Computations Required 
for the Solution of n Linear Equations 
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5
proportional to n [18]. The Jordan and Gauss elimination
methods, and the LU Factorization method require
3
computations proportional to n . The computations required 
for the Gauss and Jordan elimination methods are very close 
in number. Of the four methods presented, the Jordan 
elimination method requires the least number of
computations for inversion of an n by n matrix and the
solution of the force-displacement equation.
Table 1.5 shows the total number of computations 
required to invert an n by n stiffness matrix and solve for 
the unknown nodal displacement vector by each of the
aforementioned methods. The table presents the frames 
described in Table 1.1 and considers the cladded frame 
analysis with cladding as both an. architectural and
structural element. The table presents the % increase in 
the number of computations required if cladding is 
structurally incorporated into the design. The % increases 
are quite significant; for the 9 story 3 bay model 
previously discussed, the % increase is over 2000%, 
regardless of the computation method chosen.
The complete design and analysis procedure of a 
cladded frame requires an iterative approach involving the
solution of many systems of n linear equations, or the
inversion of many n by n stiffness matrices. Thus, the
analysis of a structurally cladded frame with n dof can
significantly affect the total design cost.
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Table 1.5 Number of Computations Required to Determine the Nodal 
Displacements of a Cladded Frame by Matrix Inversion
procedures for the finite element method, in analyzing 
structurally cladded frames. Reducing the large number of 
computations would reduce cost and encourage structural 
designers to use cladding-frame systems.
1.3 Dissertation Proposal
The formulation of a simplified analysis procedure for 
a cladding-frame system is of major importance to a design 
engineer. Until a formulation to reduce the large number 
of computations associated with this concept is developed, 
the inherent benefits associated with incorporating 
cladding as a structural component are lost. There is 
clearly a need to develop a simple and effective analysis 
tool to handle cladding-frame systems.
This research investigates a beam model to simplify 
the analysis of a cladding-frame system. Model development 
is based on the evaluation of a two-story, single bay 
structure analyzed using the finite element method. A 
cladding panel is symmetrically placed about the first 
floor beam, and is attached to the frame by joints at the 
columns. The system is subjected to a static load, and its 
behavior is examined for panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
feet, panel widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet, and panel
thicknesses of 2 through 8 inches. The observations lead 
to the development of a stiffness matrix using a modified 
beam element which incorporates the effects of a cladding 
panel, pin-connected to the columns of a moment resisting
17
frame. The performance of this matrix in a cladded-frame 
analysis will be evaluated for the various panel heights, 
widths and thicknesses. A correlation will be made between 
the simplified model and a finite element analysis of a 
cladded frame. Guidelines will also be established to 
identify the versatility of the simplified model approach.
A modified beam element was considered to replace a 
panel element in a finite element analysis because of the 
large reduction in the number of dof required for a 
cladding-frame structural analysis. The intent of the 
modified beam element is to simulate the behavior of a 
panel element; the modified beam element will be 
analytically superimposed over girders where a panel facade 
exists.
Table 1.6 considers the fully cladded planar frames of 
Table 1.1. This table outlines ' the number of nodes 
considered, the dof at each node, and the total number of 
dof required for a complete analysis utilizing the modified 
beam element. These are compared to the corresponding 
values associated with structural and architectural cladded 
frame analyses computed in a conventional finite element 
manner. The table also presents the % reduction in the 
number of dof required for analysis when the modified beam 
element analytically replaces the structural panel 
elements. Recall the analysis of the 9-story, 3-bay fully 
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Table 1.6 Comparison of the DOF and Stiffness Matrix Size for a Frame 
Utilizing Structural Cladding, Architectural Cladding, and 
a Modified Analysis of Structural Cladding
modified beam element formulation reduces the total number 
of dof from 300 to 108, which is a 64.OX reduction. It 
can be further noted that incorporating the modified beam 
element into the force-displacement finite element 
formulation reduces the total number of dof to that of a 
frame analysis considering architectural cladding. Similar 
results are presented for the 18 and 27 story frames.
This modified element reduces the analysis of a 
cladding-frame structural system to that of a frame 
analysis. The proposed finite element formulation using the 
modified beam element performs the analysis of an
equivalent architecturally cladded frame while
incorporating the structural aspects of cladding. Since 
the same number of computations are required for the
analysis of cladding as an architectural or structural 
building component, it is now advantageous to the engineer 
to regard cladding panels as structural elements in 
building design and capitalize on the many benefits
afforded by the use of structural cladding.
It is the intent of this research to provide the 






Before an attempt can be made to simplify the analysis 
of a cladding-frame structural system, it must be clearly 
understood how the inclusion of cladding panels as 
structural components alter the lateral displacement shape 
of a building. In order to develop a better understanding 
of a cladding-frame system, this chapter focuses on the 
behavior of frames using architectural cladding in 
comparison with those using structural cladding. An 
analytical study is undertaken to evaluate- the lateral 
displacement of a two-story, single bay cladded frame. 
This cladded frame represents a substructure consisting of 
a typical panel fastened to the exterior frame of a 
multistory, multibay, cladded building. The study examines 
three distinct variations of cladding: architectural
cladding, structural cladding with four discrete pinned 
panel-column connection points, and structural cladding 
with six discrete pinned panel-column connection points.
A two-story, single bay structurally cladded frame 
using six pinned connection points is chosen as the base 
model for further investigations. This structurally 
cladded frame model is compared to the same frame model
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using architectural cladding. The study addresses the % 
reduction in lateral displacements and rotations at the 
interstory beam-column joints due to the inclusion of 
structural cladding. The % reduction in the axial, shear 
and moment restraint forces between the two frame analyses 
is also presented. The study also formulates a linear 
shape function for the vertical edge of a structural panel; 
this equation will be used in subsequent chapters.
This chapter also adddresses whether the analytical 
substitution of a structural cladding panel with a beam, 
having the moment of inertia and the cross-sectional area 
of the aforementioned panel, can produce the same lateral 
displacement shape for a given frame.
2.2 Need for Investigation 
Before an attempt can be made to simplify the analysis of 
a cladding-frame structural system, the static behavioral 
response of this building system must be clearly 
understood: How does the inclusion of cladding panels as
structural components alter the lateral displacement shape 
of a building? Answering this question requires an in- 
depth study of a cladded frame, encompassing the variation 
of panel height, width, thickness and number of panel- 
frame connections. Consider the 9-story, 3-bay, fully 
cladded plane frame as shown in Figure 1.2. An in-depth 
analytical study of this cladded frame would require 
extensive computations and computer time. An alternative
22
to studying a cladded frame of this size is to focus
attention on a substructure of the total cladded frame
system, or more specifically, examine how a single cladding 
panel alters the lateral displacement of the adjacent frame 
columns.
The author conducted a study to determine the behavior 
of a cladded, multistory, multibay frame, shown in Figure 
2.1(a), and to examine how the inclusion of structural
cladding panels alters the lateral frame displacement. The 
analytical study evaluates the contribution of a single 
structural cladding panel to a two story single bay frame 
shown in Figure 2.1(b). This cladded frame is intended to 
represent a typical panel fastened to the exterior frame of 
a multistory, .multibay, cladded building. The two-story,
single bay frame may be viewed as a structural subset of a 
large building frame, consisting of a collection of these 
subsets. The cladded frame model of Figure 2.1(b) assumes 
fixed joints at a and f, and neglects the effects of all
other members not shown at joints b, c, d and e. Analysis
of this cladded frame approximates the affects of 
structural cladding on frame displacements. The study 
examines the cladded frame for various panel heights, 
widths, thicknesses and panel-frame connections. The
complete description of the cladded frame models and















(b) Two-story, Single Bay 
Cladded Frame
(a) Nine-story, Three-bay Cladded Frame
Figure 2.1 Multistory, Multibay, Cladded Frame and Structural Subset Model
2.3 Purpose of Investigation 
The two-story, single bay cladded frame model is 
subjected to a concentrated horizontal load of one kip at 
each beam-to-column joint along the left edge of the frame. 
The objectives for the analytical study are as follows:
1. Determine the lateral displacements of a bare frame; 
an unclad frame model is equivalent to a frame 
system using architectural cladding.
2. Determine the lateral displacements of a structurally 
cladded frame with four discrete pinned panel-column 
connection points.
3. Determine the lateral displacements of a structurally 
cladded frame with six discrete pinned panel-column 
.connection points.
The aforementioned analyses provide a better 
understanding of the frame behavior when cladding is 
considered as a structural component. The lateral frame 
displacement shapes using cladding as an architectural 
component is compared to those incorporating structural 
cladding. The lateral displacements of a cladding-frame 
structural system incorporating 4 connection points is 
compared to that of 6 connections; this evaluates the 
effect the number of connection points has on lateral frame 
displacement.
2.4 Description of Models 
The study considers the analysis of three frame
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models: a bare frame, a frame with 4 point pin connected
structural cladding, and a frame with 6 point pin connected 
structural cladding. Each model will be subjected to the 
static lateral loads described in Section 2.3.
The bare frame model is a two-story, single bay frame 
as shown in Figure 2.2. The model frame has a story height 
of 10 feet; the analysis considers bay widths of 15, 20 and 
25 feet. The following are the constant member properties 
associated with each frame component:
Columns Beams
Size 10" x 16" 10" x 23"
E (ksi.) 3620.0 3620.0
4
I (in. ) 3414.0 10140.0
2
A (in. ) 160.0 230.0
The columns and beams are assumed to be rigidly connnected.
The structurally cladded frame model with 4 panel- 
frame connection points is shown in Figure 2.3. The 
cladding panel is symmetrically placed over the beam of the 
bare frame described above. The panel is pin-connected to 
the columns at 4 discrete points, and the points of 
attachment are located at each panel corner. The pin 
connections are assumed to lie along the centerline of the 
columns. For all analyses, the panel width is assumed to 
equal the frame width, and the following panel properties 
are held constant: E = 3620.0 ksi and v = 0.30.
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cladding-frame models examined. The cube describes the 105 
separate cladded models studied. This structurally cladded 
frame was studied at panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
feet as denoted by the x-axis. Panel thickness varied from 
2 through 8 inches as denoted by the y-axis. Frame widths 
of 15, 20 and 25 feet are described by the z-axis. The
shaded block within the cube, for example, represents a 
structurally cladded frame considering a panel height of 8 
feet, panel thickness of 5 inches, and frame width of 15 
feet.
The structurally cladded frame model with 6 panel- 
frame connections is shown in Figure 2.5. The cladding 
panel is symmetrically positioned over the first floor beam 
of the bare frame. The panel is pin-connected to the 
columns at 6 discrete points; the points of attachment are 
located at each panel corner and at the midpoint along the 
vertical egdes, which is at the beam-column joint. The pin 
connections are assumed to lie along the centerline of the 
columns.
2.5 Analysis of Model
The static lateral frame displacements for all the
case studies discussed in Section 2.4 are evaluated using 
PAFEC 75, a finite element analysis package. In all 
analyses, the beams and columns of the frame are modelled
with a 6 degree of freedom beam element, as shown by Figure
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{b) Six-noded quadrilateral element
(c) Eight-roded quadrilateral element
6 Elements Utilized in the Finite Element Analysis 
of the Cladding-Frame Models
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incorporating 4 pinned panel-column connection points, the 
panel was modelled as a 6 noded plane stress quadrilateral 
element, as shown in Figure 2.6 (b). For those analyses 
utilizing 6 pinned panel-column connection points, the 
panel was modelled as an 8 noded isoparametric plane stress 
element, as shown in Figure 2.6 (c).
For the purposes of simplifying the analyses, several 
assumptions have been made. The components of the cladded 
frame are assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic and linearly 
elastic. All model frame displacements are within the 
limits of small angle theory. All pinned panel-column 
frame connections are assumed to lie along the centerline 
of the columns. The panel width is assumed to be equal to 
that of the frame.
2.6 Preliminary Observations 
This section evaluates the lateral displacements of 
the cladded frames described in Section 2.4. The lateral 
displacements of the structurally cladded frames using 4 
and 6 discrete pinned panel-column connections are each 
compared to that of the corresponding bare frame. These 
cladded models are also compared with each other.
2.6.1 Four Connection Points
The model cladded frame system using four discrete 
pinned panel-column connection points is shown in Figure 
2.3. The results of these cladded frame analyses are 
presented for lateral displacements, as a function of frame
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height along the left edge of the frame. Figure 2.7 
presents the lateral frame displacement for panel heights 
of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet, at a constant panel thickness of 
8 inches and a panel width of 20 feet. The darkened points 
on each curve represent the location of the panel-column 
connection. Examination of these displacement shapes
concludes that the incorporation of a cladding panel as a 
structural element reduces lateral displacements. It is 
noted that although the panel inclusion reduces lateral
displacements, the displacement at a frame height of 10 
feet is much greater than at the positions where panel 
attachments are located. This result is very prominent at 
greater panel heights. Further examination of Figure 2.7 
reveals that as panel height decreases, thus reducing its 
stiffness, the lateral displacement converges to that of a 
bare frame. Similar trends were found for panel
thicknesses of 2 through 7 inches.
Figure 2.8 outlines the lateral frame displacement for 
panel thicknesses of 2 through 8 inches at a constant
panel height of 10 feet and panel width of 20 feet. At a
constant height, the lateral displacement decreased as the 
thickness of the panel increased. Further examination of 
Figure 2.8 shows that as panel thickness decreases, the 
lateral displacement converges to that of the bare frame. 
Similar trends were found for panel heights of 2, 4 , 6  and
8 f e e t .
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Lateral Displacement, 0.001 in.
Lateral Frame Displacements for Panel Heights 
of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 Feet at a Constant Panel 
Thickness of 8 Inches and Panel Width of 20 Feet; 












t = panel thickness
15 3010 20 250 5
Lateral Displacement, 0.001 in.
Figure 2.8 Lateral Frame Displacements for Panel Thicknesses 
of 2 Through 8 Inches at Constant Panel Height 
of 10 Feet and Panel Width of 20 Feet;
Each Cladded Frame Uses Four Pinned Panel-Column 
Connection Points
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2.7 and 2.8 represent the model frame at a bay width of 20 
feet; these shapes are representative of those obtained 
using bay widths of 15 and 25 feet.
2.6.2 Six Connection Points
The model cladded frame system using six discrete 
pinned panel-column connections is shown in Figure 2.5. The 
results of these analyses are presented as lateral 
displacements, as a function of frame height along the left 
edge of the frame. Figure 2.9 outlines the frame 
displacement for panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet at 
a constant thickness of 8 inches and panel width of 20 
feet. Examination of these displaced shapes concludes that 
the incorporation of a cladding panel as a structural 
element reduces lateral displacements; this reduction will 
be quantified in Section 2.7. The darkened points on each 
curve represent the location of the panel-column 
connections. It is noted that a strong linear correlation 
exists between the lateral displacement of the frame and 
the position over which the panel is located, or more 
specifically, along the left edge of the model frame 
between the extreme upper and lower panel-column 
attachments. It is also noted that as panel height 
decreases, thus reducing its stiffness, the lateral 
displacement converges to that of the bare frame. Similar 
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Lateral Displacement, 0.001 in.
Lateral Frame Displacements for Panel Heights 
of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 Feet at a Constant Panel 
Thickness of 8 Inches and Panel Width of 20 Feet; 
Each Cladded Frame Uses Six Pinned Panel-Column 
Connection Points
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Figure 2.10 shows the frame displacements for panel 
thicknesses of 2 through 8 inches at a constant panel 
height of 10 feet and panel width of 20 feet. At a 
constant height, the lateral displacement decreased as the 
thickness of the panel was increased. Further examination 
reveals that as panel thickness decreases, the lateral 
displacement converges to that of an unclad frame. Similar 
trends were found at panel heights of 2, 4, 6 and 8 feet.
The lateral displacement patterns presented in Figures
2.9 and 2.10 represent the model frame at a bay width of 20 
feet; these shapes are representative of those obtained 
using bay widths of 15 and 25 feet.
2.6.3 Comparisons and Summary
Figures 2.11 compare the lateral displacement of the 
cladded frame along its left edge using four discrete
pinned connection points to that of six discrete pinned 
connection points. Figures 2.11(a) and 2.11(b) outline the 
frame displacement for panel heights of 10 and 4 feet,
respectively, with a constant frame width of 20 feet and
panel thickness of 8 inches. The darkened points on each 
curve represent. the location of the panel-column 
connections. Figure 2.11(a) shows the lateral frame
displacements were greatly reduced by the inclusion of the 
two midside pinned panel-column connections. From Figure 
2.11(b), it is further observed that as panel height 
decreases, the lateral displacement shape associated with 
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of 20 feet
Figure 2.11 Comparison of Lateral Frame Displacements for Cladded Frame Using 
Four and Six Panel-Colurnn Connection Points
with that of the four discrete pinned connection clad 
frame. Similar trends were noted at other frame widths and 
panel thicknesses.
Since this endeavor is a preliminary study, and a 
first step toward developing a simplified analysis to 
enable the incorporation of cladding elements for use as 
structural elements, the cladded frame model incorporating 
six discrete pinned connections is chosen as the focus of 
further study.
2.7 Further Observations
Further examination of the cladded frame model 
incorporating six discrete pinned connection points 
revealed additonal characteristics of this model with 
respect to lateral displacements, panel and frame 
rotations, and redistribution of the axial shear and moment 
restraint forces.
Table 2.1 shows the lateral displacements and
«
rotations at joints b and c along the left edge of the 
unclad frame, and restraint forces at joint a. The 
coordinate system associated with the values is the right- 
hand rule. Since the unclad frame is symmetrical and is 
subjected to an antisymmetrical loading condition as shown 
in Figure 2.2, the lateral displacements and rotations at 
the interstory beam-column joints e and d are equal in 
magnitude and direction to those at joints b and c,
42
OJ
Di •placement* 15 ft.
Fraae Widths 
20 ft. 25 ft.
A 27.633E-3 In. 30. 147B-3 In. 32.773E-3 In.
o
0 -31.280E-6 rad. -39.770B-6 rad. -49 . 420B-6 rad.
c
A 16.766E-3 in. 16.286E-3 In. 17.B57E-3 in.
b
0 -67.920E-6 rad. -B5.400B-6 rad. -102.400E-6 rad.
b
A -1.266 k. -0.927 k. -0.730 k.
•
S -1.003 k. -1.004 k. -1.005 k.
a











Table 2.1 Lateral Displacements and Rotations at Joints b and c, 
and Restraint Forces at Joint a for an Unclad Frame
respectively. Similarly, the shearing force and moments at 
joint f are equal in magnitude and direction to those at 
joint a. The axial force at joint f is equal in magnitude, 
but opposite in direction. These values presented in
Table 2.1 are intended to give the reader a feel for the 
behavior of an unclad frame, or an architecturally cladded 
system, and to provide a basis for comparison to those
frames using structural cladding with six discrete pinned
panel-column connection points.
2.7.1 Lateral Displacements
A comparison of the lateral frame displacements, at 
the interstory beam-column joints b and c, was made between 
the unclad frame of Figure 2.2 and the structurally cladded 
frame of Figure 2.5. The comparison measurement is
referred to as the % reduction in lateral displacements,
and is defined by
A  A
% reduction = uf - scf (100%)
  (2 .1 )
A
uf
where A  represents the lateral displacement of the unclad 
uf
frame at an interstory beam-column frame joint, and A
scf
represents the lateral displacement of the structurally 
riadded frame at the same joint. Table 2.2 presents the % 
reduction of the lateral displacements at the interstory 
beam-column joint b due to the inclusion of panel 
stiffness. The % reduction was examined for panel heights
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Panel Panel Panel Heights, h
Width, w Thickness, t
2 1 6 8 10
(ft. ) ( in. ) (ft.) (ft. ) (ft.) (ft. ) (ft.)
2 19 . 7 40. 1 56.5 69. 1 78.2
15 5 28.2 47.0 61 . 3 72.6 81.5
8 31.6 49.1 62.7 73.6 82.3
2 23.7 43.4 58.8 70.8 80.2
20 5 32.3 49.7 63.2 74.0 82.7
8 35.4 51.6 64.4 74 .9 83.3
2 31.8 49.4 63.0 73.8 82.2
25 5 39.5 54.8 66.8 76.5 84.4
8 42.0 56.3 67.8 77.3 85.0
Table 2.2 Percent Reduction of Lateral Displacements at Joint b
Due to the Inclusion of Panel Stiffness
of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet, panel thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8
inches, and frame widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet.
For a particular width and thickness, an increase in
panel height corresponds to a substantial reduction in 
lateral displacements; at a particular width and panel 
height, an increase in panel thickness also corresponds to 
a reduction of lateral displacements. For a model frame 25 
feet in width with a structural panel 10 feet in height and 
8 inches in thickness, the lateral displacement is reduced 
by 85,0%. Table 2.3 reveals similar results at joint c.
The structural inclusion of cladding panels in static 
analysis appreciably affects the lateral displacement of 
the cladded frame.
An equation was developed to describe the shape 
function for the vertical edge of a structural panel. The 
equation was formulated from a linear regression of the 
lateral displacement at the three panel-column pinned 
connection points along the left edge of the panel for each 
of the 105 analyses described by Figure 2.4. A statistical 
software package known as MINITAB2 was used to determine 
the linear regression equation, which describes the lateral 
displacement of the panel along the left vertical edge in
terms of panel height, width and thickness as a function of 
panel height. The shape function or lateral displacement 
of the panel is given by
y(x,t,h,w) = a*x + b*t + c*h/w + d*w/h + e + 120*a <2.2)
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Panel Panel Panel Heights, h
Width, w Thickness, t
2 4 6 8 10
(ft. ) ( in. ) (ft. ) (ft. } (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 20.8 40.9 56.8 68.8 78.0
15 5 30. 1 48.2 61.8 72.5 81.0
8 33.8 50. 5 63.2 73.5 81.8
2 28.0 46.5 60.7 71.8 80.4
20 5 37 .0 52.9 65.1 75.0 82.9
8 40.2 54.8 66.4 75.8 83. 5
2 34.2 51.0 63.8 73.9 81.9
25 5 42.4 56.6 67.6 76.7 84. 1
8 45. 1 58.1 68.7 77.4 84.7
Table 2.3 Percent Reduction of Lateral Displacements at Joint c
Due to the Inclusion of Panel Stiffness
where
y = lateral panel displacement, (inches) 
x = position along panel height, (inches)
- 60" <= x <= 60"
t = panel thickness (inches)
h = panel height
w = panel width
and a, b, c, d and e are outlined in Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 
2.6. The origin for the shape function is the interstory 
beam-column joint b. The coordinate system is cartesian 
with positive y-axis defined as horizontal and to the right 
of joint b, and the positive x-axis defined as vertically 
upward from joint b. Equation 2.2 and Table 2.4 describe 
the lateral.displacement of the panel for a constant panel 
height over the complete range of 3 panel widths and 7 
panel thicknesses. Equation 2.2 and Table 2.5 describe the 
lateral displacement of a panel for a constant panel 
thickness over the complete range of 5 panel heights and 3 
panel widths. Equation 2.2 and Table 2.6 describes the 
lateral panel displacement for a constant panel 
height/width ratio range over the complete range of seven 
panel thicknesses.
R-squared, the coefficient of multiple determination, 
measures how well the regression equation represents the 
observed values. If several variables are used to describe 
the regression equation, an adjusted R-squared value 
defines an unbiased estimate as to the quality of fit (51).
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= a*x + b*t + c*h/w + d*w/h + e
where y = lateral panel displacement (in.)
x = position along panel height, -60" <■ 
t = panel thickness (in.) 
h = panel height (in.)
w = panel width (in.)
Panel Heights, h








a 2.603E-5 1 .431E-5 9.025E-6 6.361E-6
b -2.936E-4 -2.021E-4 1.368E-4 -9.842E-5
c 4.134E-3 1 .703E-3 1.081E-3 9.340E-4
d -5.350E-5 -4.240E-5 2.7 00E-6 5.360E-5
e 9.67 3E-3 7.493E-3 5.355E-3 3.511E-3
adjusted
R-squared










Table 2.4 Equation and Coefficients Describing Lateral Panel
Displacement for a Constant Panel Height over the
Complete Range of Panel Widths and Thicknesses
y - a*x + b»t + c*h/w + d*w/h ♦ e
where y - lateral panel displacement (In.)
x = position along panel height, -SO" <= x < = 60" 
t = panel thickness (In.) 
h = panel height (in.) 
u = panel width (in.)
Panel Thickness, t














a 12.262E-6 8.999E-6 7.245B-8 6.164E-6 S.416E-6 4.870E-6 4.464B-6
b 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o o 0.0
c -9.358B-3 -8.972E-3 -8.759E-3 -8.623E-3 -8.528B-3 -8.457B-3 -8.403E-3
d 5.029E-4 4.734K-4 4.S14E-4 4.348H-4 4.222B-4 4.124B-4 4.045E-4
e 6.417E-3 6.413E-3 6.424E-3 6.436E-3 6.447E-3 6.4S6E-3 6.464B-3
adjus ted 
R-squared
XCO00 81.8* 81 .9* 82.OX 82. OX 82. IX 82. IX
Table 2.5 Equation and Coefficients Describing Lateral Panel
Displacement for a Constant Panel Thickness over the
Complete Range of Panel Heights and Widths
y - a*x + b*t + c*h/w + d*w/h + e
where y - lateral panel displacement (in.)
x = poaition alon( panel height, -60” <= x <= 60” 
t = panel thickness (In.) 
h = panel height (In.) 
w - panel width (In.)
Panel Height / Width Ratios, h/u
Coefflclent 0. 1+0.05 0. 2+0.05 0.3*0.05 0.4*0.05 0.5+0.05 0.6+0.06 0.7+0.05
a 2.6038-5 10.469B-6 8.0171-6 6.846E-6 6.741E-6 -- S.9091-6
b -2. 936B-4 -1.727B-4 -1.4B8E-4 -1.0498-4 -8.987E-5 --- -8.177B-5
c 4 . 136E-3 -1.789B-1 -1.902B-1 0.0 4.5468-2 --
oo
d -5.350B-5 -5.8218-3 -9.432B-3 0.0 0.0 -- 0.0
e 9.673E-3 7.282B-2 9.435B-2 4.2S8B-3 -2.011E-2 -- 2.6588-3
adJusted 
({-squared
91 . 6X 97 .2X 98.5X 1 .7X 97 .2X --- 88.9X
Table 2.6 Equation and Coefficient9 Describing Lateral Panel
Displacement for a Panel Height/Width Ratio Range over
the Complete Range of Panel Thicknesses
Each set of coefficients used to describe the linear shape 
function in Tables 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 is accompanied by an
R-squared value, found at the bottom of the appropriate 
table. Strong linear correlations were found to exist for 
all but one case {see Table 2.6). Any coefficient may be 
distorted by ill-conditioning, i.e., there exists a high
correlation between the predictors. Tests were performed
to determine the effects of ill-conditioning and they 
proved to be negligible.
Since the symmetrical frame of Figure 2.5 is subjected 
to an anti symmetrical loading condition, the lateral 
displacements at the three panel-column connection points 
along the right edge are equal to the lateral displacements 
at the corresponding connection points along the left edge.
It follows, then, that equation 2.2 may also be used to 
describe the lateral displacement along the right vertical 
edge of the panel. The origin at the right edge is located 
at the interstory beam-column joint e.
The linear shape function, equation 2.2, is used in 
Chapter 3 to develop a modified beam element to represent 
panels in a structural cladding-frame system. Equation
2.2 will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 4.
2.7.2 Rotati ons
A comparison of the frame rotations, at the interstory 
beam-column joints b and c, was made between the unclad 
frame of Figure 2.2 and the structurally cladded frame of
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Figure 2.5. The comparison measurement is referred to as 
the % reduction in frame rotations, and is defined by
9 ©




where 9 represents the rotation of the unclad frame at an 
uf
interstory beam-column frame joint, and 9 represents the
scf
corresponding rotation of the structurally cladded frame. 
Table 2.7 presents the % reduction of the frame rotation at 
joint b due to the inclusion of structural cladding. The % 
reduction was examined for panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 feet, panel thicknesses of 2, 5.and 8 inches, and frame 
widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet. The % reduction in frame
rotation implies a counterclockwise rotation adjustment. 
For a constant width and thickness, the rotation is further 
reduced as the panel height increases. At a constant panel 
height and width, an increase in panel thickness 
corresponds to a reduction in rotation. For a frame 25 feet 
in width with structural cladding 10 feet in height and 8 
inches in thickness, the rotation at joint b is reduced by 
107.6%. The aforementioned results are less prominent, but 
remain significant at joint c; this is shown in Table 2.8.
2.7.3 Restraint Forces
A comparison of the axial, shear and moment restraint 





















2 51.2 80. 5 94 .3 99.8 101.3
15 5 73.4 94 .9 102.8 105.2 105. 1
8 82.4 99. 3 105.2 106.7 106.3
2 62.4 86.3 97.4 102.0 103.4
20 5 82.3 98.3 104.5 106.6 106.7
8 89.5 101.9 106.5 107.9 107.5
2 70.7 90.0 98.9 102.8 104.0
25 5 87.7 100.0 105.0 106.8 108.9
8 93.3 102.9 106.6 107 .9 107.6
Table 2.7 Percent Reduction of Frame Rotations at Joint b




















2 10.4 19.7 27.9 35.3 42.4
15 5 15.0 23. 5 30. 8 37.8 44.7
8 16.8 24.7 31.8 38.7 45.7
2 15.7 25.2 33.3 40.8 48.0
20 5 20.6 28 . 7 35.8 42.6 49.5
8 22.3 29 . 6 36.4 43.1 50.0
2 20.5 29.7 37.4 44.6 51.6
25 5 25.2 32. 7 39.4 46.0 52.7
8 26.6 33. 5 39.9 46.4 53.0
Table 2.8 Percent Reduction of Frame Rotations at Joint c
Due to the Inclusion of Panel Stiffness
Figure 2.2 and the structurally cladded frame of Figure 
2.5. The comparison measurement is referred to as the X 
reduction in restraint forces, and is defined by
F F
% reduction = uf - scf
'____________  (100%) (2.4)
F
uf
where F represents the restraint force of the unclad 
uf
frame at joint a, and F represents the restraint force
scf
of the structurally cladded frame at joint a. Tables 2.9,
2.10 and 2.11 present the % reduction of the axial, shear 
and moment restraint forces at joint a, respectively. The 
% reduction was examined for panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8
and 10 feet, panel thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8 inches, and
frame widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet. A negative % reduction 
implies that the magnitude of restraint force was 
increased; this situation is evident in Table 2.9. For a 
constant width and thickness, an increase in panel height 
corresponded to a substantial increase in the magnitude of 
the axial restraint force; at a constant width and panel 
height, an increase in thickness corresponded to a small 
increase in magnitude as well. The shearing restraint 
forces were shown to remain relatively constant with the 
inclusion of structural cladding; this is shown in Table
2.10. The restraining moments at joint a appreciably 
reduced under the inclusion of a panel, as shown in Table
2.11. For a particular width and thickness, an increase in
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Panel Panel Panel Heights, h
Width, w Thickness, t
2 4 6 8 10
(ft. ) ( in. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 -4.8 -10.3 -15.4 -20. 3 -25.1
15 5 -6.9 -12 . 0 -16.7 -21.3 -26.0
8 -7.7 -12.6 -17.0 -21.6 -26.2
2 -6.9 -12.5 -17.5 -22.4 -27.3
20 5 -9.0 -14.1 -18.8 -23.4 -28.1
8 -9.9 -14.6 -19 . 1 -23.6 -28. 3
2 -9.0 -14.6 -19.6 -24.5 -29.4
25 5 -11.2 -16. 1 -20.7 -25.4 -30.2
8 -11.9 -16.6 -21.0 -25.6 -30.4
Table 2.9 Percent Reduction of Axial Reaction Force at Joint a
Due to the Inclusion of Panel Stiffness
Panel Panel Panel Heights, h
Width, w Thickness, t
2 4 6 8 10
( ft. ) < in. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 0.08 0.16 0. 22 0.30 0.39
15 5 0.16 0.23 0.28 0.35 0.44
8 0.19 0.26 0.30 0.36 0.45
2 0.10 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.20
20 5 0.19 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.32
8 0. 24 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.37
2 0.10 0.14 0.12 0.08 0.03
25 5 0.22 0 . 26 0.24 0.23 0.21
8 0.28 0.31 0.31 0.32 0.32
Table 2.10 Percent Reduction of Shear Reaction Force at Joint a
Due to the Inclusion of Panel Stiffness
Panel Panel Panel Heights, h
Width, w Thickness, t
2 4 6 8 10
(ft. ) ( in, ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 8 . 2 17.4 26. 1 34.3 42.5
15 5 11.7 20.4 28.3 36 .0 44.0
8 13.1 21.4 29.0 36.5 44.4
2 11 i 2 20.2 28.4 36.3 44.2
20 5 14.8 23.0 30.4 37 .9 45.6
8 16. 1 23.8 31.0 38.3 45.9
2 14.0 22.7 30.4 38.0 45.6
25 5 17.5 25.2 32.3 39.5 46.9
8 18.6 25.9 32.8 39.9 47.3
Table 2.11 Percent Reduction of Fixed End Moment at Joint a
Due to the Inclusion of Panel. Stiffness
panel height is directly proportional to the reduction of 
the restraining moment; at a particular width and panel 
height, an increase in panel thickness corresponds to a
reduction in restraint moment. The redistribution of 
restraint forces is evident with the consideration of 
cladding as a structural element.
2.8 Panel and Beam Comparison
Sections 2.6 and 2.7 have discussed how the
consideration of a cladding panel as a structural element 
alters the lateral displacements, rotations and force
distribution. It has been clearly delineated that the 
inclusion of this element has an appreciable effect on the 
overall system described by -Figures 2.9 and 2.10.
One subject has not yet been addressed: Given the same 
frame system, could the analytical substitution of a 
cladding panel with a beam, having the moment of inertia 
and cross-sectional area of the aforementioned panel,
produce the same lateral frame displacement as the panel 
itself? In order to properly answer this question, the 
typical model cladded frame described in Sections 2.4 and
2.6.2 utilizing six connection points was chosen as the 
focus of further investigation. The model frame system was 
analyzed at a panel width of 20 feet and panel thickness of 
8 inches; panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet were
considered. The lateral displacement at the top left edge 
of the cladded frame was determined for each of the five
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analyses; these displacements are found in Table 2.12(a). 
Table 2.12(a) includes a displacement ratio, comparing the 
lateral displacement at the top left edge of a cladded 
frame to that of an unclad frame. In this table, the % 
fill is defined as the ratio of panel height to story 
height; the story height of the cladded frame model is 10 
feet.
The moment of inertia and cross-sectional area for 
each of the 5 previously mentioned panels were determined. 
The model frame system was reanalyzed; each of the five 
cladding panels was eliminated, and the aforementioned 
calculated parameters associated with a panel were added to 
those of the first floor beam. The lateral displacement at 
the top left edge of the frame was determined for each of 
the five analyses; these displacements may be found in 
Table 2.12(b). Table 2.12(b) also presents the 
displacement ratio defined above.
Graphical representation of Tables 2.12 is shown in 
Figure 2.12. Figure 2.12 restates previous observations, 
that is, the inclusion of a cladding panel reduces lateral 
displacements and the panel height is exponentially 
proportional to displacement reduction. It is further 
observed that the substitution of a cladding panel with a 
beam, which includes the moment of inertia and cross- 
sectional area associated with a particular panel, does not 
produce the same lateral frame displacements. As panel
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Panel Percent ^  A / A
Height Fill top top bare
(ft.) (in.)
0 0.0 30.148E-3 1 .00
2 0.2 18.018E-3 0.60
4 0.4 13.614E-3 0.45
6 0.6 10.139E-3 0.34
8 0.8 7.282E-3 0. 24
10 1.0 4.962E-3 0.17









A  /  A 
top
0 0.0 30.148E-3 1.00
2 0.2 25.659E-3 0.85
4 0.4 21 . 146E-3 0.70
6 0.6 20.139E-3 0.67
8 0.8 19.859E-3 0.66
10 1.0 19.755E-3 0.66
bare
(b) Analytical replacement of structural panel;
Momemt of inertia and cross-sectional area of 
panel added to those of the first floor beam
Table 2.12 Comparison of Lateral Displacements for 
a Cladded Frame with Panel Thickness of 
8 Inches and Panel Width of 20 Feet
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use of structural 
cladding panel
0.2
0.2 0.40 1.00.6 0.8
Percent Fill
Figure 2.12 Carparison of Lateral Displacements for 
a Cladded Frame with Panel Thickness of 
8 Inches and Panel Width of 20 Fee*'
height increases, lateral displacement is reduced; however, 
panel heights of 6 feet and larger reveal no further 
appreciable difference in displacement reduction. The 
horizontal asymptotic portion of the curve implies that any 
further increase in the beam’s stiffness parameters will 
not further reduce lateral displacements. It is also noted 
that at each panel height, the panel is contributing more 
to lateral displacement reduction than a beam utilizing a 
panel’s stiffness parameters.
In conclusion it can be stated that the analytical 
replacement of a structural cladding panel with a beam, 
having the moment of inertia and cross-sectional area of a 
panel, will not result in equivalent lateral displacements. 
Chapter 3 discusses the formulation of a modified beam 
element which attempts to analytically replace a cladding 
element while retaining its inherent benefits.
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CHAPTER III
THE MODIFIED BEAM ELEMENT
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 has illustrated that a large number of 
computations are required for the consideration of cladding 
as a structural building component in comparison to that of
an architectural element. It has been shown that the 
number of computations increases very rapidly in comparison 
to building size; the architectural classification of 
cladding panels has kept the number of computations 
required for an analysis at a minimum.
Chapter 2 has shown that the analytical replacement of 
a structural cladding panel with a beam, having the moment 
of inertia and cross-sectional area of a panel, will not 
produce equivalent lateral displacements. There is clearly 
a need for an analytical approach by which one may consider 
cladding as a structural component without increasing the 
number of computations required for analysis. Chapter 3 
presents the development of an analytical approach which 
satisfies this need.
This chapter discusses the derivation of a stiffness 
matrix representative of the panel element. The pane], 
element is modelled as a two-dimensional, eight-noded, 
quadratic quadrilateral element subjected to plane stress.
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The stiffness matrix associated with this panel element is 
used to develop a modified beam element. The intent of the 
modified beam element formulation is to analytically 
replace a cladding panel while retaining its structural 
benefits. The modified beam element is expressed as a six 
dof element, which considers the effects of the panel onto 
the structural frame. The modified beam element is used in 
conjunction with an IMSL {International Mathematical and 
Statistical Libraries) subroutine to predict the nodal
displacements of a cladding-frame structural system.
3.2 Derivation of Panel Element 
The cladding panel discussed in Sections 2.6.2 and 2.7 
was modelled as a two-dimensional eight-noded quadratic 
quadrilateral isoparametric element subjected to plane 
stress. The general representation of this finite element 
is shown in Figure 3.1(a). The displacement functions are 
expressed as
8
u = £^1 N < 5 , n ) u (3.1)
8
v = £ N { C , n ) v (3.2)
i i
where
U, V = displacement field functions in the x-r and y- 
directions, respectively
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(a) Eight-node quadratic quadrilateral
lDUrpoUboti foncuoc Derivuivt*
Node {, it, 
1
N j(.i) JN , fN,di ^
1 - t  -1 id  -  {Id -  it) -  id  -  {'Id -  l l -  id  -  {Id -  it') -H i - 1) + i{d -  ti -H i -  o  + Hi -  <') 
+ Hi -  t ’l * i-td -  {)
2 0 -1 id  -  {‘XI -  it) - { d - i i  - H i - { ' i
3 1 -1 id  + {HI -  i f ) - id  -  {'Ml - « - i d  ■+■{)!! -  it1) Hi -  it) + Kd -  ti -Hi * {i ♦ Hi -  i 'i  
- H i  -  <i*i + h d  + {)
4 t 0 Hi + {>» -1*1 Hi -  i ' i  - i d  + {)
5 1 1 id  + {Id + <Tl -  id  -  {'HI + it) -  id  + {111 -  i ' i Hi + i> + H d  * it Hi I- {> -  Hi -  {'i 
-  Hi -  i ’i * l id  + {)
6 0 t Hi -  {'Id + •)» -{ d  + ii Id -  {*)
7 -1  1 HI -  {Id + 1) -  id  -  {'Id + i|) -  ill -  {HI -  n'l -H i + i ) + Hd ♦ ii id -  {) -  Hi -  i 'i  
+ H i - i ' i * l i d -  {)
8 - 1  0 HI -  {HI - i ' i - H i - i ’i - i d  -  0
(b) Interpolation functions and derivatives for 
a quadratic quadrilateral
Figure 3.1 Eight-node Quadratic Quadrilateral with
Interpolation Functions and Derivatives *
* Taken frexn Integrated Theory of Finite Elements 
by John Robinson, John Wiley & Sons, c 1973.
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( t p n ) - non-dimensional local curvilinear
coordinate system with origin at
center of the element
N ( C , n ) = shape or interpolation function at node i
i
u , v = nodal displacements at node i in the x- and
i i
y-directions, respectively
The interpolation functions, N ( C , n ) and the
i
corresponding partial derivatives are outlined in Figure 
3.1(b). The displacement functions may be written in 
matrix form as
( A ) = f N ] ( d } ( 3 . 3 )
where
( A  ) = displacement field vector
{ d ) = local displacement vector
[ N ] = shape or interpolation matrix
and
A } = U ( C , n >
V < * , n )
[N (c , n) ... N (? , n )J LoJ




The strain field is expressed as
_ 3 U = 3 U 3 ^ + 3 U 3 n  
ex ~ 3x ae ax an ax
(3.4a)
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E a 3V r 3V 3£ SVfn (3 4b)
y 3y 3C 3y 3n 3y
3U 3 V _ ^ 3 ^  + 3 U 3 n + 3 V 3 _ £ + 3V3_n
Yxy 3y 3x 3£ 3y 3n 3y 3C 3x 3n 3x (3.4c)
with
C - 5 , i i . i  7 ^ = 0  (3.5a)a' 3x a’ 3y
n - 2 f2 - o, ^  - i (3.5b)
b’ 3x ’ 3y b
and a, b are the curvilinear distances along the positive
5 and n axes, respectively.
Substituting equations 3.5 into equations 3.4,
ex ■ a «  ■ S L ^ J  ,U*' (3-6a)
ey " 5 ^  " b L m ‘ J  , vi > (3-6b>.
+ L H ‘J v . i  L H lJ <v <3-6c)
The strain field may be written in matrix form as
( c } = ( D ] { d ) (3.7)
where
{ c } = strain field vector




{ c } = I c e y I
' L x y xy J
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L oj 
I I 9Ni I
b L  an J
* [ » ‘ j
The panel element is assumed to be composed of a 
homogeneous isotropic material, and is subjected to plane 
stress. For such an element, the material stiffnesss 
matrix , [ E ] is written as
1 v 0
v 1 0
0 0 1 - v
2 -




[ D ]  | E ) [ D ] d { d i  (3.8)
-1
Matrices [ D ] and [ E ] are substituted into equation 3.8 
to obtain the 16 x 16 local stiffness matrix, [ k ], of an 
eight-noded quadratic quadrilateral isoparametric element. 
The stiffness matrix and its coefficients are found in
[ k ] = a b t
I
1
[ E ] = _______
2
1 - v









Appendix A. The local member forces, { f }, of this 
element are described in matrix form as
t f } = [ k ] { d ) (3.9)
where
T
{ f } = I H . . . H  V . . . V  I 
*- 1 8 1 8 J
Figure 3.2 is a sketch of the panel element showing the
local member forces { f } and the positive coordinate
system describing the local displacements { d }.
Derivations of this formulation are outlined in [7, 45, 52,
54 ] .
The stiffness matrix of the element presented in this 
section models that of the cladding panel utilizing six 
pinned panel-frame connection points with 
a = w/2, 
b = h/2
and
w = panel width, 
h = panel height.
3.3 Development of Modified Beam Element 
The development of a six degree of freedom element to 
analytically replace the panel element would reduce the 
number of dof required to analyze a structurally cladded
frame. This corresponds to a reduction in the number of 
calculations required to determine the interstory beam- 
column joint displacements. The 16 dof isoparametric
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Figure 3.2 Member Forces of a Plane Stress Panel Element 
with Eight Discrete Nodes and 16 DOF
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element stiffness matrix developed in Section 3.2 is the 
foundation behind the formulation of the 6 dof modified 
beam element.
Figure 3.3 is a definition sketch of the structural 
system subjected to the applied loads as shown. The model 
is a two-story, single bay frame with a cladding panel
attached via six pinned frame-panel connections. A 
statically equivalent model of Figure 3.3 is shown in 
Figure 3.4. The cladding panel is removed from the 
structural frame and replaced with the negative of the 
panel member forces, { f }. These forces are applied at 
the appropriate panel-column frame connection points.
The assemblage of the total force-displaceraent 
formulation matrix for a- structural system can be 
represented as
{ P } — C K ] { D } (3.10)
where { P } represents the vector of externally applied
forces, [ K ] represents the total structural stiffness, 
and { D } represents the nodal displacements of the
structure; ( P }, [ K ], and { D } are defined in terms of
a global coordinate system. Matrix equation 3.10 is a 
general representation of the summation of all forces at 
each designated node, or joint, of the structural system. 
The summation of forces in the x-, y- and Q directions at 
specific joints will be presented in succeeding paragraghs. 














0  frame joints
1 I frame members
•  pinned panel-column 
connection points












O  frame joints
□  frame members
•  pinned panel-column 
connection points
Figure 3.4 Statically Equivalent Model of the Cladded 
Frame Structural System
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will show how the matrix force-displacement relationship is 
assembled for an entire structure. Secondly, this concept 
will be used to initiate the development of the modified 
beam element.
In an effort to establish the force-displacement 
relationship defined by equation 3.10, each column, i.e. 
frame members 1, 2, 5 and 6, is considered as a prismatic
column with fixed-fixed ends subjected to both horizontal 
and vertical applied point loads. The general formulation 
of the fixed end forces for a prismatic member subjected to 
a horizontal and vertical point load is shown in Appendix 
B. Figures 3.5 through 3.8 represent the resisting member 
end forces resisting all member end displacements resulting 
from the application of the negative panel member forces to 
the frame only. These resisting member end forces shown in 
Figure 3.5 through 3.8 explicitly consider only the 
resisting member end forces at the columns due to the 
structural consideration of the panel; these resisting
member end forces are designated as A , S , and M
ij ij ij
where
A = axial resisting force at joint i of column j
i j
S = shear resisting force at joint i of column j
i j
M = resisting moment at joint i of column j
i j
Figure 3.9 explains the analysis at joint b. The forces 
acting at joint b consist of the negatives of the resistor
















al A — V h/(2L ) al 1 1
2 3
S = H h (3L - h >/(4L )
al 1 1 1
2 2
M = H h (L - h/2) / ( 4L )
al 1 1 1
A = V <L - h/2)/L 
bl 1 1 1
S = H (L ♦ h)(L - h/2) /L 
bl 1 1 1 1
2 2
M = H h(l. - h/2) /<2b )
bl 1 1 L
Figure 3.5 Resisting Member End Forces of Frame Member 1
Due to the Application of the Negative Panel
Member Forces and
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A = V (L h/2)/L
b2 7 u u
2 3
3 = H <L - h/2) <L + h)/L
b2 7 u u u
2 2
M = H h (L - h/2) /(2L ) 
b2 7 u u
A = V h/(2L ) 
c2 7 u
2 3
3 : H h (3L h)/ML )
c2 7 u u
2 2 
M = H h (L - h/2)/(4L ) 
c2 7 u u
Figure 3.6 Resisting Member End Forces of Frame Member 2
Due to the Application of the Negative Panel
Member Forces H_, and Vy
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A = V h/(2L ) 
fS 3 1
2 3
3 = H h (3L - h )/(4L )
f5 3 1 1
2 2
M = H h <L - h/2) / (4L )








A = V (L - h/2)/L
e5 3 1 1
2 3
S = H (L + h)(L - h/2) /L
e5 3 1 1 1
2 2
M = H h(l. - h/2) / (2L ) 
e5 3 1 1
Figure 3.7 Resisting Member End Forces of Frame Member 5
Due to the Application of the Negative Panel
Member Forces and
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Mc 1® 1e6 \V\V\*■ S1e6e6
a = V (f. - h/2)/L
e6 5 u u
2 3
S s H (L ~ h/2) <L + h)/L 
e6 5 u u u
2 2
M = H h(L - h/2) / ( 2L ) 
e6 5 u u
A = V h/{2L ) 
d6 5 u
2 3
3 = H h (3L - h)/(4L )
d6 5 u u
2 2 
M = H h (L - h/2) / (41, )
d6 5 u u
Figure 3.8 Resisting Member End Forces of Frame Member 6
Due to the Application of the Negative Panel
Member Forces Hc and V c
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negative member end 









end forces of 
frame member 3
_l
negative member end 
forces of frame 
member 1
Figure 3.9 Free Body Diagram of Joint b
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the application of the negative panel member forces onto 
the frame, the negative of the horizontal and vertical
panel member forces at panel node 8, the negative of the 
frame member end forces at joint b from members 1 2  4, and 
an externally applied horizontal force of 1 kip. The joint 
forces shown within the dashed lined ( - - - ) rectangle 
represent those forces developed due to the consideration
of the panel as a structural element. The forces shown
outside the rectangle represent the frame member end forces 
acting on the joint. Setting the summation of forces in
the x- , y- and 9 directions at joint b equal to zero, 







forces at joint b due to k + \
H , V , H , V , H , V 
1 1 7 7 8 8 J s.
or
or
{ P } f } + { f }
b b,frame
frame member end 
forces at joint b 




(3.11c ){ P } = t k ] { d } + { f }
b b b,frame
where
( P } = externally applied force vector at joint b
b
[ k ] = 3 x 16 stiffness matrix, panel considerations
b
{ d } = 16 x 1 local nodal displacement vector, panel




{ f } = frame member end forces at joint b
b F frame
and
{ f } = I f f m l
b L u8 v8 08 J
Figure 3.10 represents a similar analysis at joint e.
Setting the summation of forces in the x-, y- and
9 dirctions at joint e equal to zero, the equilibrium




^frame member end \
forces at joint e due to I + / forces at joint e \
H , V , H , V , H , V 
3 3 4 4 5 5
{ P } = { f } + { f J
e e e ,frame
of members 3 5 6
(3.12a) 
(3.12b)
(3.12c ){ P > = [ k ] { d } + { f }
e e e , f rame
where
{ P } = externally applied force vector at joint e
e
[ k ] = 3 x 16 stiffness matrix, panel considerations
e
{ d } = 16 x 1 nodal displacement vector, panel
I f )  = member forces at joint developed from 
e
panel inclusion
{ f } = frame member end forces at joint e
e, frame
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negative member end 











end forces of 
frame member 3
_l
negative member end 
forces of frame 
member 5




{ f } = I f f m I
e L u4 v4 04 -*
The summation of the negatives of both the member end
forces and resistor forces at each node, nodes a through f,
results in the assemblage of the total force-displacement
formulation matrix, equation 3.10. Thus, the total matrix
formulation has no bearing on whether the resistor forces
due to the structural consideration of the panel are
associated with a column or a beam. Suppose the resistor
forces at joints b and e were associated with frame member
3. The summation of forces at joints b and e would result
in the same equilibrium equations as presented in equations
3.11 and 3.12, respectively. Why, then, not create a
modified "beam element with member end nodes 8 and 4,
corresponding to joints b and e, repectively, with the
member end forces being the resistor forces { f ) and
b
{ f } Figure 3.11 shows the modified beam element with
e
each resistor force, at the interstory beam-column joints b 
and e, contributing to the member end forces at the panel 
nodes 8 and 4, respectively. The member forces of the 
modified beam element are described in matrix form as
t








A r V (L - h/2 ) /b
e5 3 1 1
2 3
S = H ( L  + h)<L - h/2I /L
e5 3 1 1 1
2 2
M = H h(L - h/2) /(2L ) 
e5 3 1 1
A = V (L - h / 2 )/L
bl I 1 1
2 3
S = H (L + h) (1, - h/2) /L
bl 1 1 1 1
2 2
M = H h(L - h/2) / { 2L ) 
bl 1 1 1
A = V (L - h/2)/L 
e6 5 u u
2 3
S = H (L - h/2) <L + h)/L 
e 6 5 u u u
2 2
M = H h(L h/2) /(2L )
e6 5 u u
A = V (L - h/2)/L 
b2 7 u u
2 3
S = H (L - h/2) (L + h)/L 
b2 7 u u u
2 2
M = H M b  - h/2) /(2L )
b2 7 u vj
Figure 3.11 Modified Beam Element Showing Contribution from 
Resistor Forces, Developed frcm Structural 




{ f } =
{ f }
= I f f m f f m 
u8 v8 08 u4 v4 04
T
{ d } =  I u . . . u  v . . . v |  u , 0 g j
[ k ]




f . = S + S + H
u8 bl b2 8
f = A + A + V
v8 bl b2 8
m = M - M
68 bl b2
f = S + S + H
u4 e5 e6 4
v4




M - M 
e 5 e6
The stiffness matrix [ k ] is found in Figure 3.12. The
b , e
coefficients associated with this stiffness matrix are 
defined as
2 3
A = [(L - h/2) (L + h)]/L
1 1 1
B = [ (L - h/2 )2 ( L + h ) ]/L 3 
u u u
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D = (L - h/2)/L (3.14 d )
u u
2 2 2
F = [h {L - h/2) ]/(2L ) = C h/2 (3.14e)
1 1
2 2 2
G = [h(L - h/2) ]/(2L ) = D h/2 (3.14f)
u u
For the purposes of simplifying the analysis, assume
each story to be equal in height. Setting L equal to L ,
1 u
the coefficients of Figure 3.12 reduce to
2 3
A = B = [< L - h/2) (L + h)]/L (3.15a)
C = D = (L - h/2)/L (3.15b)
2 2
F = G = [h(L - h/2) ]/(2L ) (3.15c)
where L is now defined as the story height.
In order to reduce the 6 x 16 stiffness matrix [ k ]
b , e
to a 6 x 6 matrix, several assumptions were made; these 
were based upon the displacements of the cladded frame and 
the panel itself under the static loading condtion outlined 
in Section 2.3. Panel displacements are limited to those 
defined by rigid body motion, that is, the panel is assumed 
to translate and rotate as a whole. The position of the 
nodal points relative to each other remains unchanged 
before, during and after displacement. The horizontal and 
vertical displacement at each panel node is defined by 
Figure 3.13(a).The horizontal displacements at panel nodes 






(a) Horizontal and vertical panel displacements
d - B.
(b) Panel rotation along each vertical edge
Figure 3.13 Panel Displacements
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u = u = u (3.16a)
1 2 3
or
u = ( u + u )/2 (3.16b)
2 1 3
Similarly, the horizontal displacements at panel nodes 5, 6 
and 7 are assumed to be equal. In equation form,
u = u = u  (3.17a)
5 6 7
or
u = ( u + u ) / 2  (3.17b)
6 5 7
The horizontal nodal displacements along each vertical edge 
of the panel is described by equation 2.2,
y(x,t,h,w) = a*x + b*t +c*h/w +d*w/h + e + 120#a (2.2)
where
y = lateral panel displacement, (inches) 
x = position along the panel height, (inches)
-60 <= x <= 60 
t = panel thickness, (inches) 
h = panel height 
w = panel width 
and coefficients a, b, c, d and e are described in Tables 
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. The origin of equation 2.2 and its
















= y ( X = 0, t , h , w ) (3. 18c )
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The horizontal displacements at the corners of the panels, 





















+ a * h/2 (3.
where ' a ’ is the coefficient described in equation 2.2
and by Tables 2.4 through 2.6.
Panel rotation along each vertical edge is presented
in Figure 3.13(b) in accordance with the right hand rule.
The panel rotation is defined in radians by
9 = ( u - u )/h (3.20a)
8 1 7 -
9 = ( u - u ) /h (3.20b)
4 3 5
Substituting equations 3.19(a) and 3.19(b)into equation
3.20(a), the panel rotation at node 8 reduces to
9 = -a (3.21a)
8
Similarly, substituting equation 3.19(c) and 3.19(d) into
equation 3.20(b), the panel rotation at node 4 reduces to
9 = -a (3.21b)
4
The vertical displacements of the midside nodes along
the horizontal edges are defined as
v = ( v + v ) / 2  (3.22a)
2 1 3
v = ( v + v ) / 2 (3.22b)
6 5 7
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The vertical displacements at the nodes along each vertical
edge are assumed to be equal; that is,
v = v = v (3.23a)
1 7  8
v = v = v  (3.23b)
3 4 5
The 16 nodal displacements, { d ), associated with 
this panel element can be expressed as a function of 6 
displacements. Substituting the relationships stated 
above, equations 3.15 through 3.23, into equation 3.13, the 
member end forces can be expressed as a function of the 
local displacements at nodes 4 and 8. The member end 
forces of the modified beam element can be described in 
matrix form as
* * *




{ f ) = member end forces of modified beam element 
*
{ d } = local nodal displacements of the modified
beam element
*




[ d }  = J _ u v © u v 9 _ ]
8 8 8 4 4 4
*
and [ k ] is a 6 x 6 unsymmetrical stiffness
unsym.
matrix as shown in Figure 3.14.
The stiffness matrix presented in Figure 3.14 is 
unsymmetrical, that is, k is not equal to k . More
i j ji
specifically, k is not equal to k , k is not equal to
2 3 3 2 2 6
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Al2*91 + 2*310 
* 39 ♦ 2*39) 
« 2*33 ♦ 37
0
0
A | 2*3* 42*3* -
- 39 - 2*351
- 2*35 * 312
0
0
A(2*34 4 2*33 - 32
- 39 - 2*35)
- 2*35 * 812
C(2«X1 - 2*12 - KS 
• 2*14 * KB)
- 2*K2 * X3
CKlIi 4 X3 - X2/2 
♦ X4/2)
4 M-X2 * 17/2)
C(2*K10 ♦ |»Ki
- 2*KI - Ift)
- 2*19 4 111
CMI3 - XI - X2/2♦ I*/2)
* MX4 * 17/2)
F(2H1 - 2*X2 42*23 
4 16 - 24)
FM  91 - 310 - S2/2 
♦ 33/2)
*P{2»I3 ♦ 3*14 
- 2*X5 - ft)
Ph|34 - 31 
* 3»/2)
32/2
A ( 2 * S I 4 2*310 - 32




- 2*19 * It 1
Ch(-13 4 25 4 X2/2 
- 14/2)
4 h{-14 - X7/2)
C(2*KI - 2*K2 4 
4 2*K4 - 15)
- 2*12 4 K3
X2/2Ch(-X| . 13 
- X4/2)
* h(22 - 27/2)
F| 2*13 » 3*14 
-2*15 - 16)
Fh 134 * SB - 32/2 
4 39/2)
-F(2*XI - 2*X2 - 14 
42*13 4 16)
FMSI - 310 - 52/2 
4 39/2)
Figure 3.14 6 x 6  Unsymmetrical Stiffness Matrix for
the Modified Beam Element
k , k is not equal to k , and k is not equal to k 
62 35 53 56 65
Since our panel element is limited to linear elastic
behavior, k must equal k . In order to obtain a
i j ji
symmetrical stiffness matrix, the stiffness coefficients
need to be examined more closely. The succeeding paragraph
outlines the approach utilized to obtain a symmetric
matrix. Specifically, the paragraph presents the algebraic
manipulations leading to the symmetry between coefficients
k and k 
23 32
From Figure 3.14,
k = C h (X 1 + X3) + Ch/2(-X2 + X4) + h(-X2 + X7/2) (3.25a)
23
Adding and subtracting the term Ch(Xl - 3/2*X2 + X3 -
3/2*X4 + X6), k can be written as 
23
k = C h ( 2*X1 - 2*X2 + 2*X3 + X6 -X4)
23
+ {Ch(-XI + 3/2*X2 - X3 +3/2*X4 - X6 )
+ h ( X 7 / 2 - X2 ) ) (3.25b)
Coefficient Ch may be rewritten as 
Ch = F + Q (3.25c)
where
2 2
Q = (L -h/2)h/L - h(L - h/2) /{2L )
Substituting equation 3.25(c) into the first term of
equation 3.25(b), k can be written
23
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k = F(2*X1 - 2*X2 + 2*X3 + X6 - X 4 )
23
+ { Q(2*X1 - 2*X2 + 2*X3 + X6 - X 4 )
+ C h (-XI + 3*X2/2 - X3 + 3*X4/2 -X6)






+ { Q(2*X1 - 2*X2 + 2*X3 + X6 - X4)
+ C h (-XI + 3 *X2/2 - X3 + 3*X4/2 -X6)
+ h (X7/2 - X 2 ) }
the force-displacement equation, the
( 3.25 e ) 
st i f fness
coefficient k is multiplied by 9 . Row 2 of equation 3.24 
23 8
may be written in expanded form as
f = k *u + k *v + k *9 
v8 21 8 22 8 23 8
+ k *u + k *v + k *Q
24 4 25 4 26 4
Substituting equation 3.25(e) into equation
equation 3.26(a) can be written as
( 3.26a) 
3.26(a),
f = k *u + k *v + k *0
v8 21 8 22 8 32 8
+ k *u + k *v + k *9
24 4 25 4 26 4
+ { Q(2*X1 - 2*X2 + 2tX3 + X6 - X 4 )
+ C h (-X1 + 3*X2/2 - X3 + 3*X4/2 - X 6 )
+ h(X7/2 - X2) }*08 ( 3 . 2 6 b )




f = k *u + k *v + k *0 
v8 21 8 22 8 32 8
+ k *u + k *v + k *©
24 4 *25 4 26 4
+ { Q(2*X1 - 2*X2 + 2*X3 + X6 - X4)
+ Ch(-XI + 3#X2/2 - X3 + 3*X4/2 - X 6 )
+ h (X7/2 - X 2 ) }*{- a ) (3.26c)
where the last term represents a known quantity. This
approach is used to establish symmetry between coefficients
k and k , k and k , and k and k . Performing
26 62 35 53 56 65
algebraic manipulations similar to those presented in
equations 3.25 and 3.26, equation 3.24 may be rewritten as
* * * tt
{ f  } = [ k  ] { d  } + { f  ) (3.27)
where
*
{ f ) = member forces of the modified beam element 
*
{ d ) = nodal displacements of the modified beam
element
* *
{ f ) = known forces vector in panel coodinate 
system
*
[ k ] = stiffness matrix
and
** ** ** ** ** ** ** T
{ f } = f f m f f m
u8 v8 98 u4 v4 04
*
The symmetrical stiffness matrix [ k ] is shown in Figure
* *
3.15; the known force vector { f } is shown in Figure 
3.16. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 describe Figures 3.15 and 3.16 
in terms of the panel parameters.
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0 4 1*14 4 Kft)
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f h } F(2*XI - 2>X2 421X3 
♦ 18 - X4)
FhJ31 - 810 - 32/2 
4 39/2)
A(2*SI 42*38 - 32
- 39 - 2*35)
- 2*35 + 312
CO
C(2*K10 4 2*K8 
• 2*X9 -K5)
- 2*K9 * K11
A<2*31 4 2*3)0 
4 Z * S 6  . 39) 
4 2*35 *S7
-F12*I3 4 3*X4 
- 2*X5 * X6) C|2*XI - 2*K2 4 Kft 4 2*K4 - K5)
- 2»K2 4 K3
F ( 2 t X l  * 3 . H  Fh (S4 - SB - S 2 / 2
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- X 5) + Ch( -XI - 2 * X 3 
+ X2 - X4 + X 5 )












-[2*Q(X 1 - X2 + 2 *X3 + X4 
- X 5 ) + Ch( -XI -2 *X3 
+ X2 - X4 + X 5 )


















F(l-v)/6 ( h / u ) ( l - v ) ( C / 6  
♦ 1/3)
F < 1- v ) / 6 - F h  / | f i w ) -F(l-v)/6 F h l h / u
* w/h|1-v)J





















[Et/<1+v)][(Q + h >/3 
+ C h / 6 ]{-a)
-[Et/<1+v)J[(Q + h )/3 
* Ch/6 ](- a )
Figure 3.18 Known Member Force Vector in the
Panel Coordinate System
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Equation 3.27 relates member forces of the modified 
beam element as a function of the panel nodal
displacements. The member forces must be expressed as a 
function of the global frame displacements so that this 
element may be incorporated into the total global 
structural stiffness matrix. The panel degrees of freedom 
at nodes 8 and 4 must be related to the frame dof at nodes 
b and e, respectively. Observing the cladded model frame 
shown in Figure 2.5 and the corresponding displacement
shapes shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10, the following
relationships exist:
u = u and v = v (3.28a)
b 8 b 8
u = u and v = v (3.28b)
e 4 e 4
However,
9 / 9 and 9 ^ 9  (3.29)
b 8 e 4 •
In fact, the rotation of the panels at nodes 8 and 4 is
quite different from that of the frame at nodes b and e,
respectively. A relationship must exist between these
rotations.
An equation is needed to relate the panel rotation at
nodes 4 and 8 to the interstory beam-column rotation at
joints b and e, respectively. Comparing equations 3.21a 
and 3.21(b), the panel rotation at node 4 is equal to that 
at node 8. Since the cladded model frame is symmetrical 
about a vertical centerline and the subjected to an
102
antisymmetrical loading condition, the frame rotation at 
joint e will be equal to the rotation at joint b. A 
general equation relating the panel rotation to the beam- 
column joint rotation may be written as
THETA = f(t,h,w) + © g {t ,h ,w ) (3.3 0a)
8, 4
or




9 = panel rotation at nodes 8 and 4,
8 , 4
THETA = interstory beam-column rotation at joints b and e 
Substituting equation 3.30(b) into equation 3.27 and 
following ■ the algebraic manipulation approach presented in 
equations 3.25 and 3.26, the member end forces of the 
modified beam element may be expressed in matrix form as
* * * *■*
( F  } = [ K ] { D } + { F } (3.31)
where
*
{ F } = modified beam member force vector in
global coordinates
*
[ K ] = global stiffness matrix for modified beam
element
t
{ D } = frame global nodal displacements
and
* T
( D } = I u v 9 u v ® I
b b b e e e
*
The global stiffness matrix, [ K ], and the known force
103
t*
vector, { F } are shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20,
respectively. Equation 3.31 fully describes the member
forces of the modified beam element as a function of the
global frame nodal displacements. This equation will be
used in the assemblage of the total global structural
stiffness matrix, described by equation 3.10, relating
externally applied forces to global nodal displacements.
In the assemblage of equation 3.10, the negative of the
**
known force vector, { F }, will analytically perform as 
an equivalent applied force vector, contributing to the 
total externally applied forces vector, { P ).
3.4 Additional Modifications 
In the analytical conversion of the panel element to a 
modified beam element, further modifications to the cladded 
frame model are induced. This section discusses the 
development of modifications made to the force-displacement 
matrix formulation of a structurally cladded frame. 
Specifically, modifications are made to each beam above and 
below a panel. This section explains modifications made to 
member 4, located above the panel, due to the inclusion of 
the panel as a structural element.
Figure 3.21 explains the analysis at joint c. The 
forces at joint c consist of the negatives of the resisting 
member end forces at joint c from column 2 due to the 
application of the negative panel member forces onto the 














- Ftl-v)/6 (h/w)(1-v)(C/6 
♦ 1/3)
Ftl-v)/6 -Fh /(6w) -F(l-v)/6
Figure 3.19 6 x 6  Stiffness Matrix for the Modified Beam Element


































negative member end 







negative member end 
forces of frame 
member 2
>1 Free Body Diagram of Joint c
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c from members 2 and 4, and an externally applied 
horizontal force of one kip. The joint forces shown within
the dashed lined ( - - - ) rectangle represent those forces
developed due to the consideration of the panel as a
structural element. The forces shown outside the rectangle
represent the frame member end forces acting on the joint. 
Setting the summation of forces in the x - , y- and 
9 directions at joint c equal to zero, the equilibrium 











resisting member end A [frame member end 
forces at joint c due t o > + forces at joint c
H and V 
7 7
} = { f 1 + { f }
c c c,frame
,of members 2 and 4 |
(3.32a) 
( 3.32b)
= [ k ] { d } + { f }
c c c ,frame
(3.32c)
) = externally applied force vector at joint c
c
} - 16 x 1 panel nodal displacement vector
] = 3 x 16 stiffness matrix, panel considerations 
c
} = member end forces at joint c developed
c
from panel inclusion
f } frame member end forces at joint c
c ,f rame
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Figure 3.22 presents a similar analysis at joint d. 
Setting the summation of forces in the x - f y- and 
9 directions equal to zero, the equilibrium equation can be 
written in vector form as
resisting member end 
{ forces at joint d due to ). + 
H and V
frame member end 
forces at joint d / 










f } + { f )
d d ,frame





} = externally applied force vector at joint d
d
) = 16 x 1 panel nodal displacement vector
] = 3 x 16 stiffness matrix, panel considerations 
d
} = member end forces at joint d developed
d
from panel inclusion
f } = frame member end forces at joint d
d , f rame
Using the methodology presented in Section 3.3, 
modifications to frame member 4 were made; these
modifications are shown in Figure 3.23. The member end 
forces corresponding to frame member 4 can be expressed in 
matrix form as
109
negative member end 
forces of frame 
member 4
negative member end 
forces of frame 
member 6
Figure 3.22 Free Body Diagram of Joint d
I Af IAd6
( — ------------------------ 7^  ( -----  Sd6©  a  ® ^ « d6
C 2
A = V h/(2L ) 
c2 7 u
2 3
S = H h (3L - h )/(4L )
o 2 7 u u
2 2
M = H h <L - h / 2 ) / { 4 L )
c2 7 u u
A = V h/(2L T 
d6 5 u
2 3
S = H h <3L - h }/(4L )
d6 5 u u
2 2
M = H h (L - h / 2 ) / ( 4 L >
d6 5 u u
Figure 3.23 Modifications Superimposed to Frame Member 4, 







[ k ] { d }
u
(3.34)
u L f f m f f m j uc vc 0c ud vd ©d
{ d } = 
[ k ]
I U  . . . . U  V
L 1 8 1







The stiffness matrix, [ k ], is shown in Figure 3.24. The
u
coefficients associated with this matrix are defined as
2 3
R = [h (3L - h)]/(4L )
S = h / ( 2 L )
2 2 




Substituting equations 3.23 through 3.30 into equation 
3.34, and simplifying, the member end forces can be 
expressed in matrix form as
{ f } = { F } (3.36)
u u
where { f } is the total local member force vector, and 
u
{ F } is a global member force vector. Both of these 
u
vectors are due to panel modifications as shown in Figure 
3.25. For all cladded frame models considered, the vertical
112
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Figure 3.24 6 x 16 Rectangular Stiffness Matrix Relating
Force Modifications Superimposed to Frame 
Member 4 and Panel Nodal Displacements
— — —
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Figure 3.25 Modifications Superimposed to Frame Member 4 
Member Force Vector, ( F }
nodal displacements, v and v were significantly smaller
4 8
as compared to the lateral displacements; since this
research is a first attempt in the formulation of a
simplified cladding analysis, the vertical displacements
were neglected. The force vector, { F } reduces to 
** u 
{ F } , a global vector with known quantities as shown in
u * *
Figure 3.26. { F } describes the member forces, due to
u
the inclusion of structural cladding, of frame member 4 as 
a vector set of known forces in the global coordinate
system.
Using the methodology presented in this section,
modifications can also be made to a beam located below the
panel. If a beam were to span between joints a and f, the
member end forces due to consideration of structural
cladding only, could be represented in vector form by 
tt t*
{ F } . { F } is a global member force vector and
1 1
is shown in Figure 3.27.
* * * *
{ F } and { F } will be used in the assemblage of 
u 1
the total global structural stiffness matrix as described
in Section 3.3, relating externally applied forces to
global nodal displacements. In the assemblage of equation
* *
3.10, the negative of the known force vectors, { F } and 
** u
{ F } will analytically perform as equivalent applied 
1
force vectors, contributing to the total externally applied 
























Figure 3.26 Modifications Superimposed tp Frame Member 4:
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Figure 3.27 Modifications Superimposed to Beam Located Below the
Panel Element: Known Member Force Vector in Global
Frame Coordinate System
3.5 International Mathematical and Statistical Libraries
Having properly assembled the force-displacement 
matrix formulation for the cladded frame model using the 
modifications derived in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, one may 
solve equation 3.10 for the global nodal displacements,
{ D } .
IMSL (International Mathematical and Statistical 
Libraries, Inc.), Edition 9, contains 517 mathematical and 
statistical subroutines which are both compiled and called 
upon using FORTRAN V. IMSL subroutine LEQ2S solves a 
system of linear equations
E A ] { X } = { B } (3.37)
for any given n by n real symmetric matrix [ A  ]. LEQ2S
was utilized to determine the unknown global nodal
displacements of a two-story, single bay structurally 
cladded frame with six discrete pinned panel-column
connections as shown in Figure 3.28. The global nodal
displacements were determined by equation 3.10,
{ P } = [ K ] { D } (3.10)
where
{ P } = externally applied force vector
[ K ] = condensed total global stiffness matrix
{ D }■= global nodal displacements
In order to determine the global nodal displacements as 
defined by Figure 3.28 for the cladded frame shown, ( P } 












Figure 3.28 Structurally Cladded Frame Showing the 12 DOF,
Representative of the Global Nodal Frame Displacements
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is a 12 by 1 vector. These global displacements are then 
used in conjunction with equations 3.16 through 3.23, 2.27
and 3.30 to determine the panel nodal displacements, { d }. 
Knowing both sets of displacements, the restraining forces 
at joints a and f may be determined.
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF CLADDING-FRAME MODELS
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter considers the use of the modified beam 
element developed in Chapter 3 to analytically replace 
structural panel elements. The use of the modified beam 
element can reduce the number of dof required for an 
analysis of a structurally cladded frame to that of an 
equivalent bare frame. This chapter discusses the use of 
the modified beam element for the analysis of a two-story, 
single bay structurally cladded frame. This cladded frame 
is intended to represent a typical panel fastened, with six 
discrete pinned connections, to the exterior frame of a 
multistory, multibay, cladded building. The cladded frame 
may be viewed as a structural subset of a large building 
frame, consisting of a collection of these subsets.
The global nodal displacements of the interstory beam- 
column frame joints, located at floor levels, are 
determined using the modified beam element formulation; 
these displacements are compared to the beam-column joint 
displacements obtained from a finite element analysis of 
the cladded frame. Three separate case studies, each 
utilizing the modified beam element, are evaluated in this 
chapter. Each case study examines the two-story, single
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bay cladded frame for a large range of panel heights, 
widths and thicknesses. Each case study also considers the 
magnitude of the panel rotation along its vertical edges, 
defined as coefficient "a" in Chapter 3, to be determined 
from the lateral displacements at the three panel-frame 
pinned connection points along the left edge of the panel. 
Case Studies 1, 2 and 3 determine the panel rotation by
treating panel height as a constant, panel thickness as a 
constant, and panel height/width ratio as a constant, 
respectively. For each case study, one equation relates 
the panel rotation to the interstory beam-column frame 
joint rotation.
The beam-column joint displacement correlation between 
the modified beam element model and the finite element 
model of the two-story, single bay cladded frame is 
presented in tabular form. The study addresses the % 
difference in lateral displacements at the interstory 
panel-frame connection points between the two analyses. 
The information and results presented in this chapter are
intended to be used as preliminary guidelines for the
design engineer. These guidelines establish a feasible 
range of panel design parameters during the initial design 
phases of a construction project. The modified beam 
element, as a design tool, can be used to estimate the
lateral displacements associated with the preliminary 
design and analysis of structurally cladded frames.
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4.2 Capabilities and Limitations of Model 
The use of the modified beam element to analytically 
replace structural cladding panels reduces the calculations 
required to obtain the nodal displacements of any cladded 
model system; the analysis is reduced to that of an 
equivalent architecturally cladded frame. The two-story, 
single bay structurally cladded frame model using 6 
discrete pinned panel-column connections as shown in Figure
4.1 is representative of a typical cladding panel fastened 
to the exterior of a multistory, multibay building. 
Analysis of the cladded frame model shown in Figure 4.1 
requires the solution of a set of 28 linear equations, that 
is, 28 degrees of freedom are needed to properly model the
system. These 28 degrees of freedom are defined in Figure
4.1. Analytically replacing the panel element with the 
modified beam element and its subsequent modifications to 
joints c and d, as defined in Section 3.6, eliminates 16 
d o f . This reduces the analysis to a set of 12 linear 
equations, that is, 12 degrees of freedom are now needed to
properly model the system. These dof are defined in Figure
4.1, where the double line arrows represent the eliminated 
dof, numbered 13 through 28, and the solid line, arrows, 
numbered 1 through 12, correspond to those dof which are 
considered in the analysis utilizing the modified element. 
Use of the modified beam element corresponds to a 57% 
reduction in the number of degrees of freedom required to 



















Figure 4.1 Two-story, Single Bay Structurally Cladded Frame 
Model Showing 28 DOF
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the frame is a representative subset of a larger cladded 
frame, the 57% reduction in required number of dof is the 
minimum reduction anticipated. For a multistory, multibay, 
cladded frame, the % reduction in number of dof required 
for analysis will increase as presented in Table 1.6.
The development of the modified beam element considers 
the panel nodal displacements, at the panel-column 
connection points, determined through a finite element 
analysis of the cladded frame of Figure 4.1. These 
displacements are dependent upon the application of a 
concentrated one kip lateral load at each interstory beam- 
column joint along an in-plane vertical edge of the model 
frame. This loading condition represents a resultant 
lateral load applied to a building facade. The applied 
forces are assumed to be uniform in magnitude and 
horizontal in direction. Any alteration to this loading 
condition will change the lateral displacement 
relationships between panel-column connection points. These 
relationships are used to determine the panel rotation 
along the vertical edges according to equations 3.20, and 
to establish a correlation between panel and interstory 
beam-column joint rotations according to equations 3.30. 
Thus, changes to the aforementioned loading condition will 
alter the development of the modified element.
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4.3 Modified Beam Element Case Studies
This chapter discusses the use of the modified beam 
element for the analysis of the two-story, single bay 
structurally cladded frame shown in Figure 4.1. The 
modified beam element, equation 3.31, and its subsequent 
frame modifications, to joints c and d, as defined in 
Section 3.4, were used to analytically replace the panel 
element. Three different case studies the modified beam
element were considered for evaluation of lateral
displacements. For the purposes of discussion in this and 
subsequent chapters, they will be referred to as Case Study 
1, Case Study 2 and Case Study 3.
A finite element analysis of the cladded frame shown 
in Figure 4.1 was conducted for a large range of panel 
parameters. The panel parameters consisted of panel
heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet, panel widths of 15, 20
and 25 feet, and panel thicknesses of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and
8 inches. The frame member properties are as defined in
Section 2.3. Each case study examines the lateral panel
displacements, determined from the finite element analyses, 
at the three panel-frame pinned connection points along the 
left edge of the panel.
Case Study 1 describes the lateral displacement of the 
panel for a constant panel height over the complete range 
of 3 panel widths and 7 panel thicknesses as stated above. 
Specifically, five equations, one for each panel height,
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are developed to describe the lateral displacement along 
the left vertical edge of the panel. Each lateral
displacement equation is determined from the lateral 
displacements of the three panel-frame connection points 
for all analyses with varying widths and thicknesses at a 
constant height. The lateral displacement of the panel is 
explained by equation 2.2,
y (x,t,h,w) = a*x + b*t + c*h/w + d*w/h + e + 120*a (2.2)
where
y = lateral panel displacement, (inches) 
x = position along the panel height, (inches)
-60 <= x <= 60 
t = panel thickness, (inches)
h = panel height 
w = panel width 
and the coefficients a, b, c, d and e are defined in Table
4.1 for each panel height. The origin of the lateral panel 
displacement equation is located at the interstory beam- 
column joint b shox-m in Figure 4.1. The coordinate system 
is cartesian with the positive y-axis defined as the line 
horizontal and to the right of joint b, and the positive x- 
axis defined as the line vertically upward from joint b. 
Since the symmetrical frame of Figure 4.1 is subjected to 
an antisymmetrical loading condition, the lateral 
displacements at the panel-frame connection points along 
the right edge are equal to the lateral displacements at
127
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y = a*x + b*t + c*h/w + d*w/h + e








where y = lateral panel displacement (in.)
x = position along panel height, -60" <= 
t = panel thickness (in.) 
h = panel height (in.) 
w = panel width (in.)
Panel Heights, h
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Table 4.1 Equation and Coefficients Describing Lateral Panel
Displacement for a Constant Panel Height over the
Complete Range of Panel Widths and Thicknesses
the corresponding connection points along the left edge. 
It follows, then, that equation 2.2 may also be used to 
describe the lateral panel displacements along the right 
vertical edge of the panel. The origin at the right edge 
is located at the interstory beam-column joint e, and the 
positive coordinate system is as defined above.
The formulation of the modified beam element requires 
that the translational and rotational displacements of the 
panel must be related to the corresponding global nodal 
frame displacements, as explained in Section 3.3 by 
equation 3.30. The global nodal displacements, determined 
from using the modified beam elemnent formulation of the 
cladded frame, are defined as the interstory beam-column 
joint displacements shown in Figure 4.1. The translational 
displacements of the panel at the midheight panel-column 
connection point along each vertical edge are equal to the 
translational displacements at the interstory beam-column 
frame joints b and e, since the panel is pin connected to 
the frame at these joints. The rotation of the panel at 
the two midheight pin connections, however, is not equal to 
the interstory beam-column joint rotation at joints b and 
e; the panel rotates independently of the beam-column 
joints at b or e. Since the symmetrical frame of Figure
4.1 is subjected to an antisymmetrical loading condition, 
the interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint e will 
be equal to that at joint b. An equation is needed to 
relate the panel rotation along its vertical edges to the
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interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b.
The magnitude of the panel rotation along each 
vertical edge is described by coefficient "a" of the 
lateral panel displacement equation, equation 2.2. The 
panel rotation is defined in radians by equations 
3.20(a)and 3.21 and Figure 3.13(b) in accordance with the
right hand rule. Case Study 1 uses five panel rotations, 
one for each panel height. The interstory beam-column 
joint rotation at both joints b and e is related to the 
panel rotation by
THETA(t ,h ,w ,a )= 19.1769E-6 - 2.29483*a - 14.109E-6*h/w
+ 0.7097E-6*w/h + 0.13552*a*t (4.1)
where
THETA = beam-column joint rotation at joints b and e,
(radians) 
t = panel thickness, (inches) 
h = panel height 
w = panel width 
and "a" is defined in Table 4.1 for each panel height. The 
interstory beam-column joint rotation is measured from the 
vertical centerline of the column. Positive rotations are 
defined as counterclockwise rotations. The adjusted R- 
squared value, explained in Section 2.7.1, for equation 4.1 
was 98.0%.
Case Study 1 uses the modified beam element together 
with the interstory beam-column joint rotation equation,
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equation 4.1, to determine the global nodal displacements 
defined by the solid line arrows, numbered 1 through 12, in 
Figure 4.1.
Case Study 2 formulates the lateral panel displacement 
equation, along each vertical edge, for a constant panel 
thickness over the complete range of 5 panel heights and 3 
panel widths. Specifically, seven lateral displacement 
equations, one for each panel thickness, are developed to 
describe the lateral displacement. Each lateral
displacement equation is determined from the lateral
displacements of the three panel-frame connection points 
for all analyses with varying panel heights and widths at 
each panel thickness. The lateral displacement of the 
panel along each vertical edge is explained by equation
2.2, stated above, and the coefficients a, b, c, d and e 
are defined in Table 4.2 for each panel thickness. The 
interstory beam-column joint rotation at both joints b and 
e is related to the panel rotation, as explained above, by
THETA(t ,h ,w ,a )= 104.59E-6 - (196.57E-6 -126.56E-6*h/w)*h/w
- ( 16.812E-6 + 0.2836 3 *a - 83.49E-8*w/h)*w/h
(4.2)
where THETA, t, h, and w are defined above and • "a" is 
defined in Table 4.2 for each panel thickness. The 
adjusted R-squared value, explained in Section 2.7.1, for 
equation 4.2 was 85.1%.
Case Study 2 uses the modified beam element together
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y  ^ i < k  ♦ b* t ♦ c*h/u + d*w/h + e
where y = lateral panel dlaplaceaent (in.)
x : position along panel height, -60" x <= 60" 
t = panel thickness (in.) 
h = panel height (in.) 
u = panel width (in.)
Panel Thickness, t













( in . )
a 12.262E-6 8.999E-6 7.245E-6 6. 164E-6 5 .416E-6 4.87 OE-6 4 . 454E-6
b 0.0 0.0 o o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o o
c -9.358E-3 -8.972E-3 -8.759E-3 -8.623E-3 -8.528E-3 -8.457E-3 -8.4038-3
d 5.029E-4 4.7 3 4E-4 4.514E-4 4.348B-4 4.222B-4 4. 124E-4 4.045B-4
e 6.417E-3 6.413E-3 6.424E-3 6 . 436E-3 6.447E-3 6.456E-3 6.464E-3
adjusted 81 . 8X 81.8* 81.9% CD ro o X 82.OX 82 . IX 82. IX
H-aquared
Table 4.2 Equation and Coefficients Describing Lateral Panel
Displacement for a Constant Panel Thickness over the 
Complete Range of Panel Heights and Widths
with the interstory beam-column joint rotation equation, 
equation 4.2, to determine the global nodal displacements 
defined by the solid line arrows, numbered 1 through 12, in 
Figure 4.1.
Case Study 3 formulates the lateral panel displacement 
equation for a constant panel height/width ratio range over 
the complete range of seven panel thicknesses. The panel 
height/width ratio range is defined from 0.1 to 0.7 in 
increments of 0.1+0.05. Specifically, one lateral 
displacement equation for each panel height/width ratio 
range is developed to describe the lateral displacement. 
Each lateral displacement equation is determined from the 
lateral displacements of the three panel-frame connection 
points for all analyses with varying panel thickness at a 
constant panel height/width ratio range. The lateral 
displacement of the panel along each vertical ' edge is 
explained by equation 2.2, stated above, and the 
coefficients a, b, c, d and e are defined in Table 4.3 for 
each panel height/width ratio range. The interstory beam- 
column joint rotation at both joints b and e is related to 
the panel rotation, as explained above, by
THETA(t ,h ,w ,a )= 29.048E-6 - 67.69E-6*h/w - 3.63356E-6*w/h
+ (0.0885E-6 + 0.3326E-6*u/h)*t 
+ (-3.9849 +11.309 *h/w + 0.20323*w/h)*a
( 4 . 3 )
where THETA, t, h, and w are defined above and "a” is
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7 - a*x + b*t ♦ c*h/w ♦ d*w/h + e





lateral panel dlaplaoesent (In.) 
position alonf panel helfht, -60" <= 
panel thickness (In.) 
panel helfht (In.) 
panel width (In.)
x <= 60"
Panel Helfht / Width Ratios, h/w
Coeff1c1ent 0.1+0.05 0.2+0.05 0.3+0.05 0.4+0.05 0.5+0.05 0.6+0.05 0.7+0.05
a 2.6031-5 10.4698-6 8.0178-6 5.846B-8 5.7418-6 -- 5.9098-6
b -2.936B-4 -1.727B-4 1.488B-4 1.049B-4 -8.967B-5 -- -8.1778-5
c 4.136F-3 -1.789B-1 1.902B-1 0.0 4.5468-2 -- 0.0
d -5.350K-5 -5.821B-3 9.432B-3 0.0 0.0 -- 0.0
e 9.6738-3 7.282B-2 9.435B-2 4.258B-3 -2.0UB-2 -- 2.6588-3
adjusted 
R - a q u a  r a d
91.6% 97.2% 98.5% 1.7% 97.2% 88.9%
Table 4.3 Equation and Coefficients Describing Lateral Panel
Displacement for a Panel Height/Width Ratio Range over
the Complete Range of Panel Thicknesses
defined in Table 4.3 for each height/width ratio range. 
The adjusted R-squared value, explained in Section 2.7.1, 
for equation 4.3 was 89.5%.
Case Study 3 uses the modified beam element together 
with the interstory beam-column joint rotation equation, 
equation 4.3, to determine the global nodal .displacements 
defined by the solid line arrows, numbered 1 through 12, in 
Figure 4.1.
4.4 Evaluation Approach
The evaluation of each case study compares the global 
nodal lateral displacements determined from using the
modified beam element formulation to those corresponding 
displacements as determined from a finite element analysis 
for the cladded frame model shown in Figure 4.1. The 
evaluation focuses on the lateral displacements associated 
with the interstory beam-column joints b and e, over which
the panel is positioned; analytically, the panel element is
replaced by the modified beam element having joints b and e 
as member end nodes in the global coordinate system. Since 
the cladded frame model of Figure 4.1 is symmetrical and 
subjected to an antisymmetrical loading, both about the
vertical centerline of the model, the lateral displacement 
of joint e is equal to that of joint b. The discussion and 
evaluation of the global nodal lateral displacement, which 
follows in subsequent sections, will focus on the 
interstory beam-column joint b.
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The evaluation measurement for each case study is 
referred to as the % difference in lateral displacement. 
It is defined as the calculation of the absolute value of 
the percent difference described by
A  - A
% Difference = fe cs
____________  ( 100 % ) (4.4)
A
f e
A  represents the global nodal lateral displacement at 
f e
joint b as determined from the finite element analysis of
the cladded frame. A  represents the global nodal
cs
lateral displacement at joint b as determined from the 
modified beam element formulations of Case Study 1, 2 or 3.
The % differences for lateral displacements at joint b 
are presented in tabular form. Each table presents the 
lateral displacement % differences for panel heights of 2 
to 10 feet and widths of 15 to 25 feet at panel thicknesses 
of 2, 5 and 8 inches. The evaluations of each case study
are discussed in light of the displacements which are 
within less than 20% difference. To coincide with this
discussion, each table is divided by a solid line; the
displacement % difference values above this line correspond 
to those panel parameters for which the cladded frame model 
is estimated to be within the 20% difference range. Values 
enclosed with a broken line square represent isolated
cases. A range of 20% was chosen because it is an
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acceptable % difference for preliminary designs.
4.5 Discussion and Evaluation of Case Study 1
The lateral panel displacement formulation considered 
in Case Study 1 examines the two-story, single bay cladded 
frame shown in Figure 4.1 f<?r a large range of panel 
parameters, i.e., panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet, 
panel widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet, and panel thicknesses
of 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6 , 7  and 8 inches. Figure 4.2 presents a
three-dimensional analogy of the 105 parameter combinations 
analyzed in Case Study 1. Case Study 1 displacement 
formulation handles panel height as a constant and the 
panel width and thickness as variables; the shaded yz-plane 
shown in Figure 4.2 desribes the parameter combinations 
considered for each constant panel height. At each panel 
height (i.e. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 feet), a lateral panel
displacement equation was developed. The 5 lateral 
displacement equations, one for each height, were 
determined from 21 separate analyses consisting of the 
parameter combinations of 3 widths and 7 thicknesses. 
Using the 5 equations, a single rotation equation was 
developed. Case Study 1 is evaluated using 45 selected 
panel parameter combinations.
The lateral panel displacement- equation, equation 2.2, 
was determined for each panel height from a linear 
regression of 63 lateral displacement points. The 63 
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Panel Height
Three-dimensional Analogy of the 
Cladding-Frame Systems Modelled 
for Case Study 1
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displacements at the three panel-frame pinned connection 
points along the left edge of the panel for each of the 21 
separate finite element analyses. The linear regression 
was calculated using a statistical software package known 
as MINITAB2. The regression equation describes the lateral 
displacement of the panel along a vertical edge in terms of 
panel height, width, thickness and vertical distance from 
the origin, which is the innterstory beam-column joint. 
Since this study considered 5 panel heights, there are 5 
regressions with 5 separate sets of coefficients, one for 
each height. The coefficients a, b, c, d and e are defined 
for each of the 5 panel heights in Table 4.1. Examination 
of Table 4.1 reveals that the coefficients are sensitive to 
panel height.
Coefficient "a" from the lateral panel displacement 
equation is assumed to represent the clockwise rotation 
along each vertical edge of the panel. The panel rotation, 
defined by equations 3.20(a) and 3.21 and Figure 3.13(b), 
at joint b is not equal to the interstory beam-column joint 
rotation at that point; an equation which can relate these 
two rotations is necessary to utilize the modified beam
element as explained in Section 3.3. MINITAB2 was used to 
establish the formulation of one rotation equation, 
equation 4.1, in accordance with the right hand rule.
This rotation equation relates the panel rotation to the
interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b for all 
105 analyses considered in this study as described by the
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three-dimensional analogy shown in Figure 4.2.
The modified beam element formulation associated with 
Case Study 1 utilizes both the panel rotation along a 
vertical edge and the interstory beam-column joint rotation 
equation, equation 4.1. This modified beam element
formulation is used to determine the global nodal lateral 
displacements at the interstory beam-column joints. The 
evaluation of this case study examines the lateral
displacements at joint b associated with 45 selected panel 
parameter combinations: panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
feet and widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet at panel thicknesses
of 2, 5 and 8 inches.
Tables 4.4(a), (b) and (c) present the lateral
displacement % differences at joint b for various panel 
heights and widths at panel thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8
inches, respectively. For a constant panel thickness of 2 
inches as shown in Table 4.4(a), this case study can 
estimate lateral displacements within less than 20% 
difference for panel heights of 2 feet at a width of 15
feet, and for heights up to 4 feet at widths of 20 and 25
feet. For a constant thickness of 5 inches as shown in
Table 4.4(b), this case study can estimate lateral
displacements within less than 20% difference for panel 
heights up to 6, 10 and 2 feet at widths of 15, 20 and 25
feet, respectively. For a panel thickness of 8 inches as




Height 15 20 25
(ft. ) ( ft. ) (ft. ) ( f t . )
2 1 3 0 2
4 21 15 8 I
6 56 43 31
8 NA NA 72
10 NA NA NA
(a) for a panel thickness of 2 inche
Panel Widths
Panel
Height 15 20 25
(ft. ) ( f t .) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 5 12 19 1
4 1 19 37
6 1 12 19 50
8 40 11 60
10 NA 10 72
(b ) for a panel thickness of 5 inche
Panel Widths
Panel
Height 15 20 25
(ft. ) ( ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 1 I? 1 29 40
4 32 61 NA
6 41 NA NA
8 46 NA NA
10 49 NA NA
(c ) for a panel thickness of 8 inches
Table 4.4 Percent Difference in Lateral Displacement 
at Joint b for Case Study 1
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lateral displacements within 20% for a panel height of 2 
feet at a width of 15 feet.
From the shaded yz-plane shown in Figure 4.2, it can 
be seen that for each panel height of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
feet, the mean value for panel thickness is 5 inches and 
the mean value for panel width is 20 feet. For a panel 
thickness of 5 inches and panel width of 20 feet as shown 
in Table 4.4(b), this case study can estimate lateral 
displacements within less than 20% difference for panel 
heights up to 10 feet. This case study has successfully 
predicted the lateral displacements associated with the 
mean panel thickness and width for each of the 5 panel 
heights. As the panel width and thickness increase or 
decrease from their respective mean values, fluctuations in 
the corresponding lateral displacement % differences are 
observed.
Table 4.4(b) presents the lateral displacement % 
differences for each of the 5 panel heights at the constant 
mean thickness of 5 inches and a varying panel width from 
15 to 25 feet. Examining the upper and lower limits of 
panel height at the mean thickness reveals that increases 
and decreases from the mean width value affect the 
estimation of lateral displacements at joint b. For panel 
heights of 2 feet at a mean thickness of 5 inches, the 
lateral displacement % difference is directly proportional 
to the increase in panel width. At a panel height of 2 
feet, the lateral displacement % difference decreases from
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12% to 5% as the width decreases from its mean value of 20
feet to 15 feet; a 25% decrease in panel width, i.e. from
20 feet to 15 feet, corresponds to a 58% decrease in % 
difference. At this height of 2 feet, the lateral 
displacement % difference increases from 12% to 19% as the 
width increases from 20 to 25 feet; a 25% increase in panel 
width, i.e. from 20 to 25 feet, corresponds to a 58% 
increase in lateral % difference. For a panel height of 10
feet, the lateral displacement % difference at the mean
thickness of 5 inches and mean width of 20 feet is 10%.
Increases and decreases from the mean width value
correspond to rapid increases in % difference values. At a 
panel height of 10 feet and thickness of 5 inches, the 
estimation of lateral displacement is limited to the mean
panel width of 20 feet.
Similarly, examining the upper and lower limits of 
panel height at the mean width for varying panel
thicknesses from 2 to 8 inches reveals that increases and
decreases from the mean thickness value of 5 inches affect 
the estimation of lateral displacements at joint b. The 
center column of Tables 4.4(a), (b) and (c) present the
lateral displacement % differences for each of the 5 panel
heights at the constant mean width value of 20 feet and 
varying thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8 inches, respectively. For
panel heights of 2 feet at the mean width of 20 feet, the
lateral displacemnt % difference is directly proportional
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to the increase in panel thickness. At a panel height of 2 
feet, the lateral displacement % difference decreases from 
12% to 0% as the thickness decreases from its mean value to 
2 inches; a 60% decrease in thickness, i.e, from 5 to 2 
inches, corresponds to 100% decrease in % difference. At
this height of 2 feet, the % difference increases from 12%
to 29% as thickness increases from 5 to 8 inches; a 60% 
increase in thickness, i.e. from 5 to 8 inches, corresponds 
to a 142% increase in % difference. For a panel height of 
10 feet, the lateral displacement % difference at the mean 
thickness of 5 inches and mean width of 20 feet is 10%.
Increases and decreases from the mean thickness value
correspond to rapid increases in % difference values. For 
a height of 10 feet and mean width of 20 feet, the
estimation of lateral panel displacement is limited to the
mean panel thickness of 5 inches.
Tables 4.4 predict lateral displacements at the 
interstoy beam-column joint b within less than 20%
difference at each of the 5 panel heights having a mean
thickness and width. This case study degenerates, or more
specifically, the % differences increase, as the thickness 
and width parameters deviate from their respective mean
values. The large increases in % differences are
attributed to the Large range of panel parameter values
considered in this case study. In preliminary design and 
analysis iterations, an engineer would evaluate the lateral 
displacements associated with a much smaller variation of
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panel parameters. More specifically, a project design 
engineer would be familiar with initial design constraints. 
For example, his attentions may focus on a structure 
composed of 20-foot bay widths with panel heights varying 
from 6 to 10 feet at thicknesses of 5 to 8 inches. Since 
the parameter ranges are narrowed, the statistical 
determination of the lateral panel displacement equation, 
equation 2.2, will result in coefficient values quite 
different from those presented in Table 4.1. The 
coefficient " a" value, representing the magnitude of the 
panel rotation, will in turn affect the formulation of the 
interstory beam-column joint rotation equation, equation
4.1. For a smaller parameter range, this case study is
capable of predicting lateral interstory joint
displacements within less than 20% difference; the % 
differences associated with this study inrease as the 
parameter ranges are broadened. As the panel parameter 
ranges broaden, greater variation is entered into the
determination of both the coefficient "a" and the
interstory beam-column joint rotation equation.
For all panel widths and thicknesses considered in the 
finite element analysis of the cladded frame model, it is 
noted that the rotation at joints b and e is very sensitive 
at panel heights of 4 to 8 feet. At smaller panel heights, 
the direction of the joint rotation at joint b coincides
with the direction of the panel rotation. Over the 4 to 6
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foot region, joint b undergoes an angle reversal. More 
specifically, the rotation of the panel remains clockwise 
while the rotation of the frame becomes counterclockwise. 
The rotational sensitivity at joint b contributes to the 
rapid increase in % differences over larger parameter 
ranges.
4.6 Discussion and Evaluation of Case Study 2 
The lateral panel displacement formulation considered 
in Case Study 2 examines the two-story, single bay cladded 
frame shown in Figure 4.1 for a large range of panel 
parameters, i.e., panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet,
panel widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet, and panel thicknesses
of 2, 3, 4, 5 , 6 , 7  and 8 inches. Figure 4.3 presents a
three-dimensional analogy of the 105 parameter combinations 
analyzed in Case Study 2. Case Study 2 displacement
formulation handles panel thickness as a constant and panel
height and width as variables; the shaded xz-plane shown
in Figure 4.3 describes the parameter combinations 
considered for each panel thickness. At each panel
thickness (i.e. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 inches), a lateral
panel displacement equation was developed. The 7 lateral 
displacement equations, one for each thickness, were
determined from 15 separate analyses consisting of the 
parameter combinations of 5 heights and 3 widths. Using 
the 7 equations, a single rotation equation was developed. 
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combinations.
The lateral panel displacement equation, equation 2.2, 
was determined for each panel thickness from a linear 
regression of 45 lateral displacement points. The 45 
displacement points are comprised of the lateral panel 
displacements at the three panel-frame pinned connection 
points along the left edge of the panel for each of the 15 
separate finite element analyses. The linear regression was 
calculated using a statistical software package known as 
MINITAB2 . The regression equation describes the lateral 
displacement of the panel along a vertical edge in terms of 
panel height, width, thickness and vertical distance from 
the origin, which is the interstory beam-column joint.
Since this study considered 7 panel thicknesses, there are 
7 regressions with 7 separate sets of coefficients, one for 
each thickness. The coefficients a, b, c, d and e are 
defined for each of the 7 panel thicknesses in Table 4.2. 
Examination of Table 4.2 reveals that the coefficients are 
sensitive to panel thickness.
Coefficient "a" from the lateral panel displacement
equation is assumed to represent the clockwise rotation
along each vertical edge of the panel. The panel rotation,
defined by equations 3.20(a) and 3.21 and Figure 3.13(b), 
at joint b is not equal to the interstory beam-column joint 
rotation at that point; an equation which can relate these 
two rotations is necessary to utilise the modified beam 
element as explained in Section 3.3. MINITAB2 was used to
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establish the formulation of one rotation equation, 
equation 4.2, in accordance with the right hand rule. 
This rotation equation relates the panel rotation to the 
interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b for all 
105 analyses considered in this study as described by the 
three-dimensional analogy shown in Figure 4.3.
The modified beam element formulation associated with 
Case Study 2 utilizes both the panel rotation along a 
vertical edge and the interstory beam-column joint rotation 
equation, equation 4.2. This modified beam element 
formulation is used to determine the global nodal lateral 
displacements at the interstory beam-column joints. The 
evaluation of this case study examines the lateral 
displacements at joint b associated with 45 selected panel 
parameter combinations: panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
feet and widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet at panel thicknesses
of 2, 5 and 8 inches.
Tables 4.5 (a), (b) and (c) describe the lateral
displacement % differences at joint b for various panel 
heights and widths at panel thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8
inches, respectively. For a constant panel thickness of 2 
inches as shown in Table 4.5(a), this case study can 
estimate lateral displacements within less than 20% 
difference for panel heights up to 2, 4 and 8 feet at
widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet, respectively. For a constant






15 20 25 
(ft.) (ft.) (ft.)
2 1 8 11 12
4 21 20 19
6 40 26 14
8 59 23 11 1
10 70 r2"1UZ-j NA
(a) for a panel thickness of 2 inches
Panel Widths
Panel
Height 15 20 25
(ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. )
2 1 12 14 11
4 24 20 18
6 37 18 0 1
8 43 5 50
10 28 71 71
(b) for a panel thickness of 5 inches
Panel Widths
Panel
Height 15 20 25
(ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. ) (ft. >
2 1 13 14 11
4 23 18 13
6 30 7 14 |
8 24 32 NA
10 [15] NA NA
(c) for a panel thickness of 8 inches
Table 4.5 Percent Difference in Lateral Displacement 
at Joint b for Case Study 2
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study can estimate lateral displacements within less than 
20% difference for panel heights up to 2, 8 and 6 feet at
widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet, respectively. For a constant 
panel thickness of 8 inches as shown in Table 4.5(c), the 
study can estimate lateral displacements within less than 
20% difference for panel heights of 2 feet at a width of 15 
feet, and for heights up to 6 feet at widths of 20 and 25 
feet. Two extraneous lateral displacement % differences are 
found in Tables 4.5. One value, located on Table 4.5(a), 
is 2% difference at a panel height of 10 feet, width of 20 
feet and thickness of 2 inches. The other value, found on 
Table 4.5(c), is a 15% difference at a panel height of 10 
feet, width of 15 feet and thickness of 8 inches. The use 
of these estimates is not recommended.
From the shaded xz-plane shown in Figure 4.3, it can 
be seen that for each panel thickness of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
and 8 inches, the mean value for panel height is 6 feet and 
the mean value for panel width is 20 feet. This case study 
has successfully predicted the lateral displacements 
associated with the mean panel height and width for panel 
thicknesses of 5 and 8 inches; a 26% lateral displacement % 
difference is associated with the mean panel height and 
width at a thickness of 2 inches. As the panel height and 
width increase or decrease from their respective mean 
values, fluctuations in the corresponding lateral 
displacement % differences are observed.
The center row of Tables 4.5(a), (b) and (c)
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presents the lateral displacement % differences for the 
mean panel height of 6 feet, varying in widths from 15 to 
25 feet at panel thickness of 2, 5 and 8 inches,
respectively. Examining the upper and lower limits of 
panel thickness at the mean height value reveals that 
increases and decreases from the mean width value affect 
the estimation of the lateral displacements at joint b. 
For a panel thickness of 2 inches at a mean height of 6 
feet, the lateral displacement % difference is inversely 
proportional to the increase in panel width. At a panel 
thickness of 2 inches, the lateral displacement % 
difference increases from 26% to 40% as the width decreases 
from its mean value of 20 feet to 15 feet; a 25% decrease 
in panel width,i.e. from 20 to 15 feet, corresponds to a 
54% increase in % difference. At a panel thickness of 2 
inches, the lateral displacement % difference decreases 
from 26% to 14% as the width increases from 20 to 25 feet; 
a 25% increase in panel width corresponds to a 46% decrease 
in % difference. For panel thicknesses of 8 inches at the 
mean height of 6 feet, increases and decreases from the 
mean width value will correspond to increases in % 
difference. At a panel thickness of 8 inches, the lateral 
displacement % difference increases from 7% to 30% as the 
width decreases from its mean value of 20 feet to 15 feet; 
a 25% decrease in panel width,i.e. from 20 to 15 feet, 
corresponds to a 329% increase in % difference. At a panel
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thickness of 8 inches, the lateral displacement %
difference increases from 7% to 14% as the width increases 
from 20 to 25 feet; a 25% increase in panel width
corresponds to a 100% increase in % difference.
Similarly, examining the upper and lower limits of 
panel thickness at the mean width for varying panel heights 
from 2 to 10 feet reveals that increases and decreases from 
the mean height value of 6 feet affect the estimation of 
lateral displacements at joint b. The center column of
Tables 4.5(a), (b) and (c) present the lateral displacement
% differences for panel heights of 2 to 10 feet at the
constant mean width for panel thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8
inches, respectively. For panel thicknesses o 2 inches at 
the mean width of 20 feet, increases and decreases from the 
mean height value of 6 feet will correspond to a decrease 
in % differences. At a panel thickness of 2 inches, the % 
difference decreases from 26% to 11% as the panel height 
decreases from its mean value of 6 feet to 2 feet; a 67% 
decrease in panel height corresponds to a 58% decrease in % 
difference. At a panel thickness of 2 inches, the % 
difference decreases from 26% to 2% as the panel height 
increases from 6 to 10 feet; a 67% increase in panel height
corresponds to a 92% decrease in % difference. At a panel
thickness of 8 inches, the % difference increases from 7% 
to 14% as the panel height decreases from its mean value of 
6 feet t.o 2 feet; a 67% decrease in panel height 
corresponds to a 100% increase in % difference. At a panel
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thickness of 8 inches, the % difference increases rapidly 
as the panel height increases from the mean height of 6 
feet to 10 feet.
Tables 4.5 predict lateral displacements at joint b 
within less than 20% difference at panel thicknesses of 5 
and 8 inches having a mean panel height and width. This 
case study degenerates, or more specifically, the % 
differences increase, as the height and width parameters 
deviate from their respective mean values. The large 
increases in % differences are attributed to the large 
range of panel parameter values considered in this case 
study. In preliminary design and analysis iterations, an 
engineer, familiar with the initial design constraints, 
would evaluate the lateral displacements associated with a 
much smaller variation of panel parameters. Considering 
the argument presented in Section 4.5, smaller parameter 
ranges will increase the predictability of lateral 
displacements within less than 20%.
4.7 Discussion and Evaluation of Case Study 3
The lateral panel displacement formulation considered 
in Case Study 3 examines the two-story, single bay cladded 
frame shown in Figure 4.1 for a large range of panel 
parameters, i.e., panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet,
panel widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet, and panel thicknesses
of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 inches. A total of 105 parameter 
combinations are analyzed in Case Study 3. Case Study 3
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displacement formulation handles panel height/width ratio 
ranges in increments of 0.1+0.05 as a constant and varies 
panel thickness. For the various heights and widths 
examined in this study, the height/width ratios are 0.1+^ 
0.05, 0.2+0.05, 0.3+0.05, 0.4+0.05, 0.5+0.05 and 0.7+
0.05. For each of the height/width ratio ranges, a lateral 
panel displacement equation was developed. The 6 lateral 
displacement equations, one for each height/width ratio 
range, were used to develop one rotation equation. Case 
Study 3 is evaluated using 45 selected panel parameter 
combinations.
The lateral panel displacement equation, equation 2.2, 
was determined for each panel height/width ratio range from 
a linear regression. The linear regression was formulated 
from the lateral panel displacements at the three■ panel- 
frame pinned connection points along the left edge of the 
panel for each analysis within the particular panel 
height/width ratio range. The linear regression was 
calculated using a statistical software package known as 
MINITAB2. The regression equation describes the lateral 
displacement of the panel along a vertical edge in terms of 
panel height, width, thickness and vertical distance from 
the origin, which is the int.erstory beam-column joint. 
Since this study considered 6 ratio ranges, there are 6 
regressions with 6 separate sets of coefficients, one for 
each panel height/width ratio range. The coefficients a,
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b, c, d and e are defined for each of the 6 height/width 
ratio ranges in Table 4.3. Examination of Table 4.3 
reveals that the coefficients are sensitive to height/width 
ratio ranges.
Coefficient "a" from the lateral panel displacement 
equation is assumed to represent the clockwise rotation 
along each vertical edge of the panel. The panel rotation, 
defined by equations 3.20(a) and 3.21 and Figure 3.13(b), 
at joint b is not equal to the beam-column joint rotation 
at that point; an equation which can relate these two 
rotations is necessary to utilize the modified beam element 
as explained in Section 3.3. MINITAB2 was used to
establish the formulation of one rotation equation, 
equation 4.3, in- accordance with the right hand rule. 
This rotation equation relates the panel rotation to the 
interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b for all 
105 analyses considered in this study.
The modified beam element formulation associated with 
Case Study 3 utilizes both the panel rotation along a 
vertical edge and the interstory beam-column joint rotation 
equation, equation 4.3. This modified beam element
formulation is used to determine the global nodal lateral 
displacements at the interstory beam-column joints. The
evaluation of this case study examines the lateral
displacements at joint b associated with 45 selected panel 
parameter combinations: panel heights of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10
feet and widths of 15, 20 and 25 feet at panel thicknesses
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of 2, 5 and 8 inches.
Case Study 3 considered a different viewpoint in the 
development of the lateral panel displacement equation and 
the rotation equation for joint b. Instead of holding a 
particular panel parameter constant and allowing the
remaining parameters to vary, this study formulated the 
aforementioned equations based upon height/width ratio 
ranges. This formulation approach was considered in
attempt to determine whether the arrangement or grouping of
the displacements affects the estimation of the lateral 
displacements at joint b. This case study will be discussed 
and evaluated based upon a permissible panel height range 
associated with the parameters considered.
Tables 4.6(a), (b) and (c) present the lateral
displacement % differences at joint b for various panel
heights and widths at panel thicknesses of 2, 5 and '8,
inches, respectively. For a constant panel thickness of 2 
inches as shown in Table 4.6(a), this case study can
predict lateral displacements within less than 20%
difference for panel heights up to 2 feet at widths of 15 
and 20 feet, and for heights up to 4 feet at a width of 25 
feet. For a constant panel thickness of 5 inches as shown 
in Table 4.6(b), this case study can predict the lateral 
displacements within less than 20% difference for panel
heights up to 4 feet at widths of 15 and 2 5 feet, and for 




Height IS 20 25
(ft.) (ft.) (ft.) (ft.)
2 i 2 1 2
4 2 8 2 2 I 19 t
6 66 48 25
8 NA NA 51
10 NA NA NA
(a) for a panel thickness of 2 inches
Panel Widths
Panel
Height 15 20 25
(ft.) (ft.) (ft.) (ft.)
2 5 11 19
4 ,18 1 12 i
6 41 6 71
8 52 6 NA
10 39 42 NA
(b) for a panel thickness of 5 inches
Panel Widths
Panel
Height 15 20 25
(ft.) (ft.) (ft.) (ft.)
2 16 28 42
4 1 31 NA
6 . 7 i 70 NA
8 2 4 NA NA
10 NA NA NA
(c) for a panel thickness of 8 inches
Table 4.6 Percent Difference in Lateral Displacement 
at Joint b for Case Study 3
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panel thickness of 8 inches, this case study can predict 
lateral displacements within less than 20% difference for 
panels up to 6 feet in height at a width of 15 feet. The 
feasible region of panel height and width for a particular 
thickness, i.e. parameter combinations associated with less 
than 20% lateral displacement % differences, bears a close 
resemblance to those regions of Case Study 1. Tables 4.4 
and 4.6 present similar 20% difference regions.
At each panel height of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 feet
considered in Case Study 3, the mean value of thickness is 
5 inches and the mean value of width is 20 feet. For a 
panel thickness of 5 inches and panel width of 20 feet as 
shown in Table 4.6(b), this case study can estimate lateral 
displacements within less than 20% difference for panel 
heights up to 8 feet. A % difference value of 42% was 
determined for a height of 10 feet at the mean width and 
thickness. This study successfully predicted the lateral 
displacements associated with the mean panel thickness and 
width at 4 of the 5 panel heights considered. As the panel 
width and thickness increase or decrease from t.heir 
respective mean values, fluctuations in the corresponding 
lateral displacement % differences are observed.
Table 4.6(b) presents the lateral displacement % 
differences for each of the 5 panel heights at the constant 
mean thickness of 5 inches and a varying panel width from 
15 to 25 feet. Examining the upper and lower limits of 
panel height at the mean thickness reveals that increases
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and decreases from the mean width value affect the 
estimation of lateral displacements at joint b. For panel 
heights of 2 feet at a mean thickness of 5 inches, the 
lateral displacement % difference is directly proportional 
to the increase in panel width. At a panel height of 2 
feet, the lateral displacement % difference decreases from 
11% to 5% as the width decreases from its mean value of 20 
feet to 15 feet; a 25% decrease in panel width, i.e. from 
20 feet to 15 feet, corresponds to a 55% decrease in % 
difference. At this height of 2 feet, the lateral 
displacement % difference increases from 11% to 19% as the 
width increases from 20 to 25 feet; a 25% increase in panel 
width, i.e. from 20 to 25 feet, corresponds to a 73% 
increase in lateral % difference. For a panel height of 10 
feet, the lateral displacement % difference at the mean 
thickness of 5 inches and mean width of 20 feet is 42%. At 
this height, decreases from the mean width does not have an 
appreciable effect on % difference; however, increases 
from the mean width value correspond to rapid increases in 
% difference values.
Similarly, examining the upper and lower limits of 
panel height at the mean width for varying panel 
thicknesses from 2 to 8 inches reveals that increases and 
decreases from the mean thickness value of 5 inches affect 
the estimation of lateral displacements at joint b. The 
center column of Tables 4.6(a), (b) and (c) present the
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lateral displacement % differences for each of the 5 panel 
heights at the constant mean width value of 20 feet and 
varying thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8 inches, respectively. For 
panel heights of 2 feet at the mean width of 20 feet, the 
lateral displacemnt % difference is directly proportional 
to the increase in panel thickness. At a panel height of 2 
feet, the lateral displacement % difference decreases from 
11% to 1% as the thickness decreases from its mean value to 
2 inches; a 60% decrease in thickness, i.e, from 5 to 2 
inches, corresponds to 91% decrease in % difference. At 
this height of 2 feet, the % difference increases from 11% 
to 28% as thickness increases from 5 to 8 inches; a 60% 
increase in thickness, i.e. from 5 to 8 inches, corresponds 
to a 155% increase in % difference. For a panel height of 
10 feet, the lateral displacement % difference p.t the mean 
thickness of 5 inches and mean width of 20 feet is 42%. 
Increases and decreases from the mean thickness value 
correspond to rapid increases in % difference values. For 
a height of 10 feet and mean width of 20 feet, the 
estimation of lateral panel displacement is limited to the 
mean panel thickness of 5 inches.
Tables 4.6 predict lateral displacements at joint b 
within less than 20% difference at 4 of the 5 panel 
heights, i.e. 2, 4, 6 and 8 feet, having a mean thickness 
and width. This case study degenerates, or more
specifically, the % differences, increase, as the thickness 
and width parameters deviate from their respective mean
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values. The large increases in % differences are 
attributed to the large range of panel parameter values 
considered in this case study. In preliminary design and 
analysis iterations, an engineer, familiar with the initial 
design constraints, would evaluate lateral displacements 
associated with a smaller variation of panel parameters. 
Considering the argument presented in Section 4.5, smaller 
parameter ranges will increase the predictability of 
lateral displacements within less than 20%.
4.8 Summary of Case Studies
Sections 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 have presented an evaluation
of Case Studies 1, 2 and 3 using the two-story, single bay
cladded frame shown in Figure 4.1. The evaluation focused 
on the % difference in lateral displacement, defined by 
equation 4.4, associated with the interstory beam-column 
joints b and e. This section summarizes the feasible 
ranges, i.e., % differences less than or equal to 20%,
presented in Case Studies 1, 2 and 3.
Table 4.7 outlines the feasible ranges at which 
lateral displacements can be predicted within 20%. The 
feasible ranges are presented as a function of a 
height/width ratio at thicknesses of 2, 5 and 8 inches.
For each case study and thickness shown, the height/width 
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Case Study 1 Case Study 2 Caae Study 3
w/h > 5.0, 15’ < 25* w/h ^ 7.5, w = 15’ 
w/h ^5.0, w = 20' 
w/h >.3.12, w = 25'
w/h >. 6.25, 15’ <
w/h >. 2.0, 15 < u <_ 20 ’ 
w/h >_ 12.5, w i 25 ’
w/h >.7.5, w = 15' 
w/h >. 2.5, w = 20’ 
w/h >. 4.16, w - 25'
w/h > 3.75, w = 15’ 
w/h >_ 2.5, w ; 20’ 
w/h >6.5, w z 25’
w/h ^7.5, u z 15’ w/h >.7.5, w — 15’ H/h ^2.5,
w/h > 3. 33, 20' <_ w i 25'
15’
c 25*
Table 4.7 Summary of the Feasible Ranges for Case Studies 1, 2 and 3
CHAPTER V
REFERENCE GUIDE FOR A DESIGN ENGINEER
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter is intended as a reference guide for a 
design engineer. This chapter explains the procedure used 
to incorporate the modified beam element into preliminary 
design analyses of multistory, multibay, structurally 
cladded frames.
The analyses used in Case Studies 1, 2 and 3
considered a large range of panel parameters. In the 
preliminary design phases of a building, an engineer is 
familiar with the initial cladding constraints, i.e., panel 
heights, widths and thicknesses. Given the range of the 
initial cladding constraints from an architect, an engineer 
can conduct a study to determine the behavior of a cladded
multistory, multibay frame for the variation of panel
heights, widths and thicknesses. This can be accomplished 
by analyzing a two-story, single bay structurally cladded 
frame, with the cladding panel attached to the frame at six 
discrete pinned panel-column connection points. This 
cladded frame is intended to represent a typicai panel 
fastened to the exterior frame of a multistory mult.ibay
structurally cladded building. The study determines the
cladded frame displacements over the complete range of
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panel parameters, defined by the initial cladding 
constraints. Evaluation of the displacements for each 
cladded frame model leads to the formulation of a lateral 
panel displacement equation, which describes the lateral 
displacement of a panel along a vertical edge; an equation 
relating the panel rotation to the interstory beam-column 
joint rotation is also developed. These equations are used 
in conjuction with the modified beam element, developed in 
Chapter 3. The two-story, single bay cladded frame is re­
analyzed, with the modified beam element analytically 
replacing the panel element, over the complete panel 
parameter range. The study then addresses the % difference 
in lateral displacements at the interstory beam-column 
joints between both analyses. A feasible panel parameter 
range within the initial cladding constraints is 
established, by which the specified panel parameters may be 
used to estimate lateral displacements within a specified 
allowable % difference.
The modified beam element can analytically replace 
each panel element in the preliminary full frame analysis 
of a multistory, multibay, structurally cladded frame; this 
frame may be analyzed for any panel parameter combination 
within the established feasible panel parameter range.
5.2 Cladded Frame Restrictions
Before an attempt can be made to simplify the analysis 
of a cladding-frame structural system, the behavior of a
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cladded, multistory, multibay frame must be understood. 
Specifically, one must comprehend how the inclusion of
structural cladding panels affect the displacement of a 
multistory, multibay building. An analytical study of a 
two-story, single bay cladded frame must be conducted to 
determine how a single cladding panel alters the lateral 
displacement of the adjacent frame columns. The cladded 
frame is intended to represent a typical panel fastened to 
the exterior frame of a multistory, multibay, cladded 
building. The two-story single bay frame may be viewed as 
a structural subset of a large building frame.
In order to use the modified beam element formulation, 
developed in Chapter 3, to determine the lateral 
displacements of multistory, multibay, structurally cladded 
frame, there are several parameters associated with the
two-story, single bay cladded frame model shown in Figure 
5.1. The frame of the model can be constructed of either 
steel or concrete. The supports of the frame can be either 
fixed or pinned at the base. The frame is assumed to have 
equal story heights and symmetry with respect to the 
vertical centerline. The column and beam connections of 
the frame are assumed to be rigidly connected.
The cladding panel must lie symmetrically over the
floor level beam. The panel must be pin connected to the
columns at six discrete points; the points of attachment 
are located at each panel corner and at the midheight of 















Figure 5.1 Two-Story, Single Bay Cladded Frame Model
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joint. Each pinned panel-column frame connection point is 
assumed to lie along the centerline of the columns. The 
panel width is assumed to equal the frame width. The 
construction of the cladding panel is not restricted to the 
use of any particular material; however, all components of 
the cladded frame model are assumed to be composed of a 
homogeneous, isotropic material remaining in the linear 
elastic range.
The cladded frame must be subjected to a concentrated 
lateral load at each interstory beam-column joint along an 
in-plane vertical edge; the applied forces are assumed to 
be equal in magnitude and horizontal in direction. All 
cladded frame displacements are assumed to be within the 
limits of small angle theory.
5■3 Panel Constraint Parameters
In the preliminary design phases, an engineer is
somewhat familiar with the initial cladding constraints for
a building. Figure 5.2 represents a three-dimensional
analogy of the range of the initial panel parameter
constraints. This cube describes the m heights, n
thicknesses and p widths which define the initial panel
parameter constraint range. The allowable panel heights
vary from h to h as denoted by the x-axis. The allowable 
1 m
panel thicknesses vary from t to t as denoted by the y-
1 n
axis. The allowable panel widths vary from w to w as
1 P









.2 Three-dimensional Analogy of the 
Initial Panel Parameter Constraints
m*n*p panel parameter combinations. Each block within the
cube corresponds to a specific set of panel parameters.
The shaded block within the cube, for example, represents a
structurally cladded frame with a panel height h , panel
2
thickness t and panel width w . This cube describes the 
2 1 
m*n*p separate two-story, single bay cladded frame models
which can be used for the analytical study.
5.4 Cladded Frame Analyses 
The two-story, single bay cladded frame described in 
Section 5.2 is analyzed for each of the m*n*p panel 
parameter combinations presented in Section 5.3. The panel 
parameters consisted of m panel heights, n panel 
thicknesses and p panel widths. Specifically, there are 
m*n*p cladded frame models to be analyzed.
Each cladded frame model can be analyzed using any 
structural analysis package, oriented to the use of finite 
element analysis. The purpose of cladded frame analysis is 
to determine the nodal displacements in global coordinates 
at both the beam-column joints and the panel-column frame 
connection points. The engineer conducting this analytical 
study may wish to determine the displacements at several, 
or even many, points along the frame columns in order to 
establish the lateral displacement shape of the frame 
columns; Figures 2.9 and 2.10 present a sample of the 
lateral displacement shapes for the frame shown in Figure 
2.5.
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5.5 Case Study Selection
An approach is needed to statistically correlate the 
nodal displacements for each of the m*n*p analyses 
discussed in Section 5.4. More specifically, Which case 
study should ah engineer use as a guideline to properly 
evaluate the analytical replacement of a structural 
cladding panel with the modified beam element?
In the preliminary design phases of a building, the 
architect will familiarize the design engineer with the 
range of initial cladding constraints, i.e. panel heights, 
widths and thicknesses. Knowing the numerical range of 
variation within each of the panel parameters, the 
appropriate case study can be selected for use as a 
guideline. Table 5.1 summarizes the selection process. 
The approach outlined in Case Study 1, Section 5.6, is 
intended for small range variations in panel thickness and 
panel width constraints, and large range variations in 
panel height constraints. The approach outlined in Case 
Study 2, Section 5.7, is intended for small range 
variations in panel height and panel width constraints, and 
large range variations in panel thickness constraints. 
Case Study 3 is not included in Table 5.1 since there exits 
a strong correlation between Case Studies 1 and 3.
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is not included since there exists a strong 
between Case Studies 1 and 3.
Table 5.1 Case Study Selection
5.6 Explanation of Case Study 1
The lateral panel displacement formulation
in Case Study 1 examines the two-story, single
frame in Figure 5.1 for the initial panel
constraints shown in Figure 5.2. The panel
consist of m panel heights varying from h to h
1
thicknesses varying from t to t , and p panel
1 n
vary from w to w . Case Study 1 examines
1 P
cladded frame analyses discussed in Section 
Study 1 panel displacement formulation handles 
as a constant, and panel thickness and width 
the shaded yz-plane shown in Figure 5.3 
parameter combinations considered for each
At each panel height h , where 1 <= i <= m,
i
displacement equation is developed. The
displacement equations are determined from the 
analyses consisting of the parameter combinations 
thicknesses and p widths. Using the m equations, a 
rotation equation is developed.
used in conjunction with 
formulation, developed in 
cladded frame analysis.
Case Study 1 describes 
panel for a constant panel 
of n panel thicknesses and 



















The rotation equation is 
the modified beam element 
Chapter 3, to simplify the
the lateral displacement of the 
height over the complete range 
p panel widths. Specifically, m 
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describe the lateral panel displacement along the left 
vertical edge of the panel. Each lateral displacement 
equation is determined from the lateral displacements of 
the three panel-column connection points along the left 
vertical edge of the panel.
The coordinate system used to describe the lateral
panel displacement and position along the left vertical 
edge is defined as shown in Figure 5.1. The origin is 
located at the interstory beam-column joint b. Lateral
displacements horizontally to the right of the origin are 
positive and coincide with the y-axis. The vertical 
position along the left edge of the panel is the x-axis, 
with the positive x-axis extending vertically upward from 
the origin.
Table 5.2 presents the lateral panel displacement at
the three connection points along the left edge of the
panel for each panel parameter combination analyzed. The
lateral displacement associated with each analysis is
defined by y , where y represents the lateral panel 
ijk ijk
displacement associated with panel height h , panel
i
thickness t and panel width w . The position of the 
j k
panel-column connection points is defined by x; the lower,
midside and upper connection points are defined at
x = -h /2, x = 0, and x = h /2, respectively. The lateral 
i i
panel displacements at the three connection points for each




Lateral Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Parameter
Displacement Height Thickness Width Constraints
y ( X = h /2 ) h t w 1 £ i £ m
ijk i i j k 1 £ j £ n
1 £ k £ P
y ( X = 0 ) h t w 1 £ i £ m
ijk i j k 1 £ j £ n
1 £ k £ P
y ( X = -h /2 ) h t w 1 < i < m
ijk i i j k 1 £ j £ n
1 < k £ P
Table 5.2 Lateral Panel Displacement at the Panel-column
Connection Points for Each Cladded Frame Analysis
y (x=h /2 ) , where l< = i<=m, l<=j<=n and 1< = k < =p.
1 jk i
The lateral panel displacement equation is determined
for each panel height h , where l<=i<=ra, from a linear
i
regression of 3*n*p lateral displacement points. The 3*n*p
lateral displacement points are comprised of the lateral
panel displacements at the 3 panel-column pinned connection
points for each of the n*p separate finite element
analyses. The linear regression can be performed on the
displacement points using a statistical software package.
At the panel height h , the linear regression equation will
1
have the following form:
y ( x ) = a * x + f ( h , t , w ) (5.1a}
ljk 1 1 j k
for
-h /2 <= x <= h /2,
1 1
1 < = j < = n , and
1 <= k <= p .
y represents the lateral panel displacement along the
ljk
left vertical edge for a panel height h at a panel
1
thickness t and width w . The coefficient a is a value 
j k 1
determined from the linear regression; f(h , t , w ) is a
1 j k
mathematical expression, independent of x, also determined 
from the linear regression. Similarly, at panel heights of
h through h , the regression equations can be expressed as
2 m
y ( x ) = a *x + f ( h , t , w ), -h /2<=x<=h /2 (5.1b)
2 jk 2 2 j k 2 2
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y ( x ) = a *x + f ( h , t , w ), -h /2<=x<=h /2 (5.1c) 
mjk m m j k  m m
for
1 < = j < = n , and
1 < r k < = p .
Coefficient a represents a value determined from the 
i
linear regression at panel height h , 1 <= i <= m;
i
f( h , t , w ) represents an expression, independent of x, 
i j k
also determined from the linear regression. Since the 
study considers m panel heights, there are m regression 
equations with m separate sets of coefficients.
The rotation of the panel along the left vertical edge 
is defined in radians, in accordance with the right hand 
rule, by equation 3.20(a),
9 = y { x=-h /2 ) - y ( x=h /2 ) (5.2a)




1 < = i < = m ,
1 <= j <= n, and
1 <= k < = p .
Simplifying equation 5.2(a), the
left vertical edge can be written
9 - - a
ijk i
where a is the coefficient 
i
displacement equation for a panel
panel rotation along the 
as
( 5 . 2 b )
from the lateral panel
height h , 1 <= i <= m.
i
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There are m panel rotations associated with Case Study 1,
one for each panel height. It should be noted that the
panel rotation at the midheight panel-column pinned
connection point along the left vertical edge is not equal
to the interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b.
In order to utilize the modified beam element formulation
developed in Chapter 3, one rotation equation is needed to
relate the panel rotation to the interstory beam-column
joint rotation at joint b for all m*n*p cladded frame
models analyzed in this study.
Table 5.3 presents the panel rotation along the left
vertical edge at the midheight pinned connection point and
the interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b. The
panel rotation at a particular panel height h is defined
i
as -a , where 1 <= i <= m. The interstory beam-column 
i
joint rotation is defined by THETA , where THETA
ijk ijk
represents the beam-column joint rotation at joint b
associated with the incorporation of a panel height h ,
i
panel thickness t and panel width w . For example,
j k
THETA represents n*p separate rotations, each associated 
ijk
with a panel height h , thickness t and width w , where
1 J k
1 <= j <= n and 1 <= k <= p.
One rotation equation is determined to describe the
relationship between panel rotation and the interstory
beam-column joint rotation at joint b from a regression of
m*n*p sets of rotation points. The regression equation
will have the following form:
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Panel Panel Panel Parameter
Thickness Width Constraints
t w 1 j i. n
j k 1 <_ k < p
t w 1 j n
j k 1 <_ k £ p
*  % *
* • »
• * •
t w 1 j i_ n
j k 1 i. k p
Table 5.3 Panel Rotation and the Interstory Beam-Column
Joint Rotation at a Constant Panel Height over
the Complete Range of Panel Thicknesses and Widths
THETA = THETA( a , h , t , w )
ijk i i j k
= -a *g( h , t , w ) + q( h , t ,'w ) (5.3)
i i j k  i j k
for
1 <= i <= m,
1 <- j < = n , and
1 < = k < = p .
THETA( a , h , t , w ) describes the interstory beam- 
i i j k 
column joint rotation at joint b as a function of panel
height h , panel thickness t , panel width w and panel
i j k
rotation as defined by equation 5.2(b). g( h , t , w )
i j k
and q( h , t , w ) are mathematical expressions determined 
i j k  
from the regression analysis.
Since the symmetrical cladded frame of Figure 5.1 and
Section 5.2 is subjected to an antisymmetrical loading
condition about the vertical centerline of the frame, the
lateral panel displacements along the left vertical edge
are equal to those corresponding displacements along the
right vertical edge. Equations 5.1, then describe the
lateral panel displacement along each vertical edge. From
these equations, it follows that the panel rotation along
the right vertical edge is equal to the panel rotation
along the left vertical edge. Similarly, the lateral
displacements and rotations associated with the frame
columns to the left of the vertical centerline are equal to
those on the right. Equation 5.3 then describes the
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interstory beam-column joint rotation at both joints b and 
e .
Case Study 1 uses the modified beam element from 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 together with equation 5.3 to 
analytically replace the panel element shown in Figure 5.1.
5.7 Explanation of Case Study 2
The lateral panel displacement formulation considered
in Case Study 2 examines the two-story, single bay cladded
frame in Figure 5.1 for the initial panel parameter
constraints shown in Figure 5.2. The panel parameters
consist of m panel heights varying from h to h , n panel
1 m
thicknesses varying from t to t , and p panel widths which
1 n
vary from w to w . Case Study 2 examines the m*n*p 
1 p
cladded frame analyses discussed in Section 5.3. Case
Study 2 panel displacement formulation handles panel
thickness as a constant, and panel height and width as
variables; the shaded xz-plane shown in Figure 5.4
describes the parameter combinations considered for each
constant thickness. At each panel thickness t , where
j
1 <= j <= n, a lateral panel displacement, equation is
developed. The n lateral displacement equations are
determined from the separate m*p analyses consisting of the 
parameter combinations of m panel heights and p panel 
widths. Using the n equations, a single rotation equation 
is developed. The rotation equation is used in conjunction 
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Chapter 3, to simplify the cladded frame analysis.
Case Study 2 describes the lateral displacement of the 
panel for a constant panel thickness over the complete 
range of m panel heights and p panel widths. Specifically, 
n equations, one for each panel thickness are developed to 
describe the lateral panel displacement along the left 
vertical edge of the panel. Each lateral displacement 
equation is determined from the lateral displacements of 
the three panel-column connection points along the left 
vertical edge of the panel.
The coordinate system used to describe the lateral 
panel displacement and position along the left vertical 
edge is defined as shown in Figure 5.3. The origin is 
located at the interstory beam-column joint b. Lateral 
displacements horizontally to the right of the origin are 
positive and coincide with the y-axis. The vertical 
position along the left edge of the panel is the x-axis, 
with the positive x-axis extending vertically upward from 
the origin.
Table 5.2 presents the lateral panel displacement at
the three connection points along the left edge of the
panel for each panel parameter combination analyzed. The
lateral displacement associated with each .analysis is
defined by y , where y represents the lateral panel 
ijk ijk
displacement associated with panel height h , panel
i
thickness t and panel width w . The position of the 
j k
panel—column connection points is defined by x; the lower,
184
midside and upper connection points are defined at
x = -h /2, x = 0, and x = h /2, respectively. The lateral 
i i
panel displacements at the three connection points for each
analysis are defined as y (x = -h /2), y (x=0) and
ijk i ijk
y {x=h / 2 ), where l< = i<=m, 1< = j < =n and l<=k<=p.
ijk i
The lateral panel displacement equation is determined 
for each panel thickness t , where 1 <= j <= n F from a
j
linear regression of 3*m*p lateral displacement points.
The 3*m*p lateral displacement points are comprised of the
lateral panel displacements at the 3 panel-column pinned
connection points for each of the m*p separate finite
element analyses. The linear regression can be performed
on the displacement points using a statistical software
package. At a panel thickness t , the linear regression
1
equation will have the following form:
r ( x ) = a * x + f ( h , t , w  ) (5.4a)
ilk 1 i l k
f or
-h /2 <= x <= h /2, 
i i
1 < = i < = m , and
1 < = k < = p .
y represents the lateral panel displacement along the
ilk
left vertical edge for a panel height h at a panel
i
thickness t and width w . The coefficient a is a value 
l k  i
determined from the linear regression; f(h , t , w ) is a
i 1 k
mathematical expresssion, independent of x, also determined 
from the linear regression. Similarly, at panel
185
thicknesses of t through t , the regression equations can
2 n
be expressed as
y ( x ) = a *x + f ( h , t' , w ), -h /2<=x<=h /2 (5.4b)
i 2k 2 i 2 k i i
y ( x ) = a * x + f ( h , t , w  ), -h /2<=x<=h /2 (5.4c)
ink n i n k  i i
for
1 < = i <= m , and
1 < = k < = p .
Coefficient a represents a value determined from the
j
linear regression at a panel thickness t , where
j
1 <= j <= n; f( h , t , w ) represents an expression,
i j k
independent of x, also determined from the linear 
regresssion at each t . Since the study considers n panel
j
thicknesses, there are n regression equations with n
separate sets of coefficients.
The rotation of the panel along the left vertical edge
is defined in radians, in accordance to the right hand
rule, by equation 3.20(a) and equation 5.2(a). Simplifying
equation 5.2(a), the panel rotation can be written as
9 = -a (5.5)
ijk j
where a is the coefficient from the lateral panel
j
displacement equation for a panel thickness t , where
j
1 <= j <= n. There are n rotations associated with Case
Study 2, one for each panel thickness. it should be noted
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that the panel rotation at the midheight panel-column
pinned connection point along the left vertical edge is not
equal to the interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint
b. In order to utilize the modified beam element
formulation developed in Chapter 3, one rotation equation
is needed to relate the panel rotation to the interstory
beam-column joint rotation at joint b for all m*n*p cladded
frame models analyzed in this study.
Table 5.4 presents the panel rotation along the left
vertical edge at the midheight pinned connection point and
the interstory beam-column joint rotation at joint b. The
panel rotation at a particular panel thickness t is
j
defined as -a , where 1 <= j <= n. The interstory beam-
j
column joint rotation is defined by THETA , where
ijk
THETA represents the beam-column joint rotation at joint
ijk
b associated with the incorporation of a panel height h ,
i
panel thickness t and panel width w . For example,
j k
THETA represents m#p separate rotations, each associated
ilk
with a panel height h , thickness t and width w , where
i l k
1 < = i < = m and 1 < = k < = p .
One rotation equation is determined to describe the
relationship between panel rotation and the interstory
beam-column joint rotation at joint b from a regression of
m*n*p sets of rotation points. The regression equation
will have the following form:
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i 2k 2 i
THETA -a h
ink n i
Panel Panel Panel Parameter
Thickness Width Constraints
t w 1 <_ i <, ns
1 k 1 < k < p
t w 1 1 i i. m
2 k 1 k <. p
t w 1 <. i 1 ®
n k 1 <_ k £ p
Table 5.4 Panel Rotation and Interstory Beam-Column Joint
Rotation at Constant Panel Thickness over the
Complete Range of Panel Heights and Widths
THETA = THETA( a , h , t , w ) 
ijk j i j k
= -a *g( h , t , w  ) + q( h , t , w ) (5.6)
j i j k  i j k
for
1 < = i < = m ,
1 < = j < = n , and
1 < = k < = p .
THETA( a , h , t , w ) describes the interstory beam-
j i j k 
column joint rotation at joint b as a function of panel
height h , panel thickness t , panel width w and panel 
i j k
rotation as defined by equation 5.5. g( h , t , w ) and
i j k
q( h , t , w ) are mathematical expressions determined 
i j k  
from the regression analysis.
The symmetry of the cladded frame and the antisymmetry
of the applied forces have been discussed in Section 5.6.
From this discussion, the following conclusions have been
drawn. Equations 5.4 describe the lateral panel
displacement along each vertical edge. From these
equations, it follows that the panel rotation along the
right vertical edge is equal to the panel rotation along
the left vertical edge. Equation 5.6, then, describes the
the interstory beam-column joint rotation at both joints b
and e .
Case Study 2 uses the modified beam element from 
Sections 3.6 and 3.4 together with equation 5.6 to 
analytically replace the panel element shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.8 Cladded Frame Analysis Using Modified Beam Element 
The two-story, cladded frame described in Section 5.2 
is analyzed for each of the m*n*p panel parameter 
combinations presented in Section 5.3. Specifically, there 
are m*n*p cladded frames to be analyzed. Each cladded 
frame is analyzed using the finite element approach 
presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. For each analysis, the 
cladding panel is analytically replaced with the 
appropriate modified beam element formulation described in 
Case Studies 1 and 2; the modified beam element has joints 
b and e as member end nodes in the global coordinate 
system. The purpose of each analysis is to determine the 
global nodal displacements at each beam-column joint.
5.9 Evaluation of Case Studies 
The evaluation of the appropriate case study compares 
the global nodal lateral displacements determined from the 
analysis discussed in Section 5.8 using the modified beam 
element formulation to those corresponding displacements as 
determined from the finite elenent analysis discussed in 
Section 5.4, for the cladded frame in Figure 5.1. The 
evaluation focuses on the lateral displacements associated 
with the interstory beam-column joints b and e, over which 
the panel is positioned. The evaluation of the global 
nodal lateral displacement will focus on the interstory 
beam-column joint b; due to the symmetry of the cladded 
frame and the antisymmetry of the applied forces, lateral
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displacement at joint e is equal to that at joint b.
The evaluation measurement is referred to as the % 
difference in lateral displacement. It is defined as the
calculation of the absolute value of the % difference
described by. equation 4.4. The engineer chooses an
acceptable N% difference for his preliminary designs.
Chapter 4 discussed Case Studies 1, 2 and 3 with respect to
a 20% difference in lateral displacements. Using this N% 
difference, the engineer establishes the feasible panel 
parameter ranges, that is, the panel parameter combinations 
which yield % differences within less than N% for the 
cladded frame model shown in Figure 5.1.
5.10 Multistory, Multibay. Cladded Frame Analysis
It has been established in Chapter 1 that a large 
number of computations are required to determine the
displacements of a multistory, multibay, structurally 
cladded frame. In the analysis of such a frame, the 
modified beam element can be used to replace a cladding 
panel which meets the following criteria:
1. The cladding panel is attached to the frame as
defined in Section 5.2.
2. The adjacent frame members, both beams and columns, 
are as defined in Section 5.2, and are the frame 
members used in the analyses of the two-story,
single bay models described in Sections 5.1 and 
5.8.
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3. If the adjacent frame members are not those defined 
by the two-story, single bay cladded frame, the 
beam/column moment of inertia ratio must be equal 
to that of the cladded frame model.
The multistory, multibay frame can be analyzed for any 
panel parameter combination within the feasible range 




6 . 1 Introduction 
This chapter summarizes the research presented in this 
chapter. The chapter also presents the accomplishments of 
this dissertation and suggestions for future research.
6.2 Summary
Previous studies have indicated that cladding panels 
intended for use as architectural building components have 
been shown to behave as structural members under 
concentrated loading conditions; studies have also 
indicated there are benefits associated with the 
consideration of cladding as a structural member. The 
large number of computations required to analyze cladding 
as a structural building component, however, has limited 
its use to that of an architectural element. A method to 
simplify the analysis of a structurally cladded frame, 
thereby reducing the number of computations, is needed. 
This dissertation has presented an analysis approach which 
reduces the the number of computations required for 
analysis of a structurally cladded frame to that of an 
equivalent architecturally cladded frame. This approach, 
intended for preliminary design analyses, would enable 
engineers to take advantage of the benefits associated with
193
structural cladding without increasing the number of 
computations required for a cladded frame analysis.
An analytical study of a two-story single bay frame, 
subjected to a lateral load at each beam-column joint 
along an in-plane vertical edge, is conducted in Chapter 2 
to determine how a structural cladding panel alters the 
lateral displacement shape of the adjacent frame columns. 
It has been shown that the lateral displacement shape of 
the structurally cladded frame is dependent upon the number 
of cladding-frame column connection points. The analytical 
study also showed that the structurally cladded frame 
model, utilizing six discrete panel-column connection
points, reduced both lateral displacement and frame
rotation at each interstory beam-column joint by as much as 
85% and 108%, respectively as compared to an
architecturally cladded frame model; reductions in the 
restraining support forces were also noted. The study 
further indicates that the analytical substitution of a
structural cladding panel with a beam of equivalent panel 
stiffness can not produce the same lateral displacement 
shape for a given frame.
The development of the modified beam element, to 
analytically replace a structural cladding panel element, 
is presented in Chapter 3. The formulation of the modified 
beam element assumes the cladding panel, symmetrically 
overlaying the floor beam, to be pin connected to the
194
adjacent frame columns at six discrete points. The six 
points of attachment are located at each panel corner and 
at the panel midheight along each vertical edge. The 
column members, to which the panel is connected, are 
assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the vertical 
centerline of the panel.
Chapter 4 addressed three separate case studies to 
evaluate the use of the modified beam element for a two- 
story, single bay cladded frame. Each case study used the 
modified beam element with an interstory beam-column joint 
rotation equation to determine the lateral displacements at 
the interstory beam-column joints. Case Studies 1, 2 and 3
considered the development of the interstory beam-column 
joint rotation to be based upon a constant panel height, 
panel thickness, and panel height/width ratio,
respectively. Each study examined the % difference in 
lateral displacement at the interstory beam-column joints 
between the finte element analysis and the analysis using 
the modified beam element. The % differences are intended 
as guidelines to establish a feasible range of panel design 
parameters.
The procedure used to incorporate the modified beam 
element into preliminary design analysis of a multistory, 
multibay, structurally cladded frame is explained in 
Chapter 5. The outlined procedure is intended to serve as 
a guideline for a design engineer.
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6.3 Accomplishments 
This research has resulted in the development of a 
modified beam element with six dof to analytically replace 
a cladding panel element for preliminary finite element 
analyses of multistory, multibay, structurally cladded 
frame. The modified beam element can be used to replace a 
cladding panel which meets the criteria defined in Section
5.10 for multistory, multibay, cladded frame analysis.
6.4 Future Research 
This section presents several suggested topics for use 
in future research dealing with the simplification of an 
analysis for a cladding-frame structural system. Future 
research may be directed toward the development of the 
modified beam element for one of the following constraints:
1. cladding-frame system subjected to various loading 
conditions, i.e., lateral uniform loads or 
triangular loads
2. cladding-frame systems lacking structural symmetry
3. cladding-frame systems with various types of panel- 
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STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR A 16 DOF ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENT
si
- S 2 S3 
S4 -S2 SI
-35 0 S6 3T •
S8 -39 S10 36 SI
-39 31 1 -39 . 0 -S2 33
310 -S9 SR -35 S4 -32 SI
S6 0 -35 312 -35 0 S6 3T
XI -X2 X3 -X4 X5 -X4 - X 3 X6 Kl
X6 0 - X6 -XT -X4 0 X4 XT K6 K7
- X 3 X2 -XI -X6 X3 X4 -X5 X4 X10 K6 Kl
-X4 -XT X 2 0 -X2 XT X4 0 -K9 0 -K2 K3
X5 -X4 - X 3 X6 XI -X2 X3 -X4 K8 -It 5 14 -K2 Kl
-X 4 0 X4 XT X6 0 -X6 -X7 -K5 K 1 2 -K5 0 K6 XT
X 3 X 4 - X 5 X 4 -xn X2 -X 1 -X6 K4 -K5 K8 -K9 K10 K6 Kl
-x2 XT V 4 (1 - X 4 -XT X2 0 -K2 0 -K9 Kl 1 -K9 0 -K2 K3
2
51 = (13/45)[Et/(1-v )J[2b/a + a(l-v)/b]
2
52 = (1/3)[Et/(1-v )][8b/3a - a(l-v)/10b]
2
53 = (4/3)[Et/(1-v )]I4b/3a + a(l-v)/5b]
2
54 = {1/45)IEt/{1-v )][14b/a + 17a(l-v)/4b]
2
55 = (1/3)[Et/(1-v )][b/5a +2a(l-v)/3b]
2
56 = (1/3)[Et/(1-v )][b/5a - 4a(l-v)/3b]
2
57 = (8/3)[Et/(1-v )][b/5a + a(l-v)/3b]
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FIXED END FORCES FOR A PRISMATIC MEMBER 












A : VL /(L + L )
i 2 1 2
2 3
S = HL (3L + L )/<L + L )
i 2 1 2  1 2
2 2 
M = HL L /(L + L )
i 1 2  1 2
A = VL /(L + L )
j 1 1 2
2 3
S = HL (L + 3L )/(L + L )
j 1 1  2 1 2
2 2 
M = HL L /(L + L )
j 1 2  1 2
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